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Abstract
This thesis addresses the issue of the accurate measurements of ozone
distributions in the atmosphere obtained from different satellite borne
atmospheric chemistry spectrometers which represent a major need and
pre-requisite for determining whether the atmospheric burden of ozone
depleting substances (ODS) are reduced in accordance to the Montreal
Protocol, and valuable for long-term trend analysis to detect a subsequent
ozone recovery. A consolidated and homogeneous long term dataset re-
quires a careful analysis of the relevant parameters used in the retrievals,
one important parameter is the absorption cross section.
This work presents the procedures followed to correct the ozone cross
section data of SCIAMACHY and GOME-2 spectrometers starting from
original raw data (optical density spectra). Using the available versions
of SCIAMACHY and GOME-2 FM cross sections in the retrieval of total
ozone from each satellite leads to an overestimation in the total ozone
by 3–5% and 8–9% compared to collocated GOME data, respectively.
The quality of the revised temperature-dependent ozone absorption cross
sections is investigated over GOME-2 and SCIAMACHY’s entire spec-
tral range. The revised data agree well within 3% with other published
ozone cross sections and preserve the correct temperature dependence
in the Hartley, Huggins, Chappuis and Wulf bands as displayed by the
literature data. SCIAMACHY’s total ozone columns retrieved using the
revised cross section data are shown to be within 1% compared to the
ozone amounts retrieved routinely from SCIAMACHY,which uses Bogu-
mil et al. (2003) data but adjusted with a scaling factor of 5.3% and a
wavelength shift of 0.08 nm. The total ozone column retrieved from the
GOME-2/MetOp-A satellite using the new cross section data is within
1% compared to the ozone amounts retrieved from the standard retrieval
performed for GOME-2.
The study also presents a long term statistical trend analysis of total
ozone datasets obtained from various satellites. A multi-variate linear
regression was applied to annual mean zonal mean data using various
natural and anthropogenic explanatory variables that represent dynami-
cal and chemical processes which modify global ozone distributions in
a changing climate. The study investigated the magnitude and zonal
distribution of the different atmospheric chemical and dynamical fac-
tors contributing to long-term total ozone changes. The regression model
included the Equivalent Effective Stratospheric Chlorine (EESC), the 11
year solar cycle, the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO), stratospheric aero-
sol loading describing the effects from major volcanic eruptions, the El
Niño/ Southern Oscillation (ENSO), the Arctic and Antarctic Oscillation,
and accumulated eddy heat flux (EHF), the latter representing changes
due to the Brewer Dobson circulation. The total ozone column dataset
used here comprises the SBUV/TOMS/OMI merged data (1979 – 2012)
MOD V8.0. The analysis explained most of the ozone variability. The
results show that QBO dominates the ozone variability in the tropics
(±7DU) while at higher latitudes, the dynamical indices, AO/AAO and
eddy heat flux, have substantial influence on total ozone variations by
up to ±10DU. ENSO signal are more evident in the Northern Hemi-
sphere. EESC is found to be a main contributor to the long-term ozone
decline and the trend changes after the end of 1990s. A positive signif-
icant trend in total ozone columns is found after 1997 (between 1 and
8.2DUdecade−1) which points at the slowing of ozone decline and the
onset of ozone recovery. The EESC based trends are compared with
the trends obtained from the statistical piecewise linear trend (PWLT or
hockey stick) model to examine the differences between both approaches.
The results do indicate that the positive PWLT turnaround trends are
larger than indicated by the EESC trends, however, they agree within
2-sigma, thus demonstrating the success of the Montreal Protocol phas-
ing out of the ozone depleting substances (ODS). A sensitivity study is
carried out by comparing the regression results, using different satellite
merged datasets as well as the ground based measurements (1979 – 2012)
in the regression analysis in order to investigate the uncertainty in the
long-term trends due to different ozone datasets and data versions. All
the datasets show almost identical pre-turnaround trends before 1979 for
both EESC and PWLT approaches while the positive trends after 1997
are greatly influenced by the short-term variability. In spite of that, all
datasets agree within 2-sigma fit parameters.
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Part I
Introduction

Chapter 1
Motivation and Objective
1.1 Motivation
The atmosphere plays an essential role in supporting life on our planet
by providing oxygen (O2) required for respiration and carbon dioxide
(CO2) used by plants and bacteria for photosynthesis. It protects from the
harmful short-wavelength solar radiations and regulates the energy bud-
get as well as water cycle. This is mainly done through the photochemi-
cal interactions between the atmospheric molecules and radiations. The
atmosphere is greatly influenced by the huge impact of anthropogenic
activities that increased its chemical complexity and resulted in some of
the major political and environmental issues namely: severe ozone de-
pletion, acid rain, smog and green house effect.
The discovery of the massive Antarctic ozone hole in 1985 by Farman
et al. [1985] and the decline in the global ozone abundances between
the eighties and the nineties, lead to an increased interest in the scien-
tific community as well as the general public in the evolution of Earth’s
ozone layer. Ozone filters the solar ultra-violet radiations (UV) in the
UVB and UVC ranges (λ ≤ 320 nm) which damage macromolecules like
proteins and nuclear acids that may cause human skin cancer, and cause
eye cataract and suppression of immune system (World Meteorological
Organization, [WMO, 1995]). Furthermore, climate is affected by varia-
7
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tions in ozone amounts, depletion in the stratospheric ozone yields lim-
ited negative radiative forcing (cooling) while a positive radiative forcing
accompanies an increase in tropospheric ozone as it is a green house gas
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [IPCC, 1995]). Enhanced
UVB radiations in the troposphere quicken some photolysis rates [Tang
et al., 1998] which consequently influence tropospheric ozone formation
rates and the oxidation capacity of the troposphere (depending on ni-
trogen oxides concentrations) that determines the removal rate of many
greenhouse gases which in turn impacts climate change.
The large ozone depletion was mainly due to the impact of the uncon-
trolled anthropogenic emissions of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), nitrogen
oxides and other ozone-depleting substances (ODS) containing chlorine
and bromine. TheMontreal Protocol (1987) and its Amendments andAd-
justments have successfully controlled the global emissions of the ozone-
depleting substances and as a consequence, the turnaround in the strato-
spheric ozone and an increase in global abundances is expected to take
place.
The identification of a statistically significant trend in ozone abun-
dances (measured as total column) after the global phase-out of many
ODS in the stratosphere requires the proper accounting of all the different
factors and processes contributing to the long-term evolution of ozone
and its variability, which induce considerable uncertainty in trend deter-
mination. Ozone levels exhibit natural variability in space and time and
are influenced by atmospheric transport (dynamics), variations in the in-
coming solar radiation, aerosols, and other natural compounds. The in-
fluence of the chemical and dynamical contributors should be separated
and quantified. A multiple linear regression including independent ex-
planatory variables which represent atmospheric variability, have been
used to quantitatively analyze and asses the observed total ozone varia-
tions due to different natural and anthropogenic influences and the attri-
butions to long-term total ozone trends.
As a response to the decrease of ODS, ozone decline decreased and
ozone amounts stabilized from 1997 onwards, a statistically significant
increase in ozone levels is identified and reported in the previous ozone
assessments (eg. [WMO, 2007, 2011] and references therein). An update
of the assessment of the global ozone trends and its statistical significance
is required.
To address this issue, accurate and global ozone measurements span-
ning over several decades are essential, the measurements are required to
be consistent such that no trends arises from instrumental performance
or operation. Global ozone distributions in Earth’s atmosphere are best
monitored by employing satellite-based remote sensing methods. This
8
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method employes measurements of electromagnetic radiations in which
the trace gas amounts are acquired from these measurements by includ-
ing a quantitative description of the interactions between the trace gases
and radiations in the retrieval. As the lifetime of satellites is limited,
global and long-term total ozone (or any trace gas) measurements is ac-
quired by merging several datasets acquired from various satellite borne
atmospheric chemistry sensors. In order to achieve homogeneous and
consolidated ozone datasets, an accurate absorption cross section of ozone
at representative temperatures relevant to stratospheric ozone are required.
Using the instrument’s own reference data (absorption cross sectionmea-
sured with the satellite spectrometer prior to its launch) in the trace gas
retrieval might reduce the fit residuals and obviates the exact knowledge
of the instrumental slit function or spectral resolution.
The Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) aboard the Euro-
pean Remote Sensing (ERS-2) satellite since 1995 and the SCanning Imag-
ing Absorption spectroMeter for Atmospheric CHartographY (SCIAM-
ACHY) on the ENVIronmental SATellite (ENVISAT) since 2002, are atmo-
spheric chemistry spectrometers operated by the European Space Agency
(ESA) and provided eight (1995 – 2003) and ten (2002 – 2012) years of
global ozone data, respectively. In addition, the EUropean organisation
for the exploitation of METeorological SATellites (EUMETSAT) currently
operates GOME-2 instrument launched in 2006 aboard the Meteorolog-
ical Operational satellite programme (MetOp-A) and MetOp-B GOME-
2 spectrometer launched in 2012, GOME-2 series (MetOp programme)
is based upon the heritage of GOME and SCIAMACHY and will con-
tinue with the launch of MetOp-C (expected in 2017). The European in-
struments have very similar observation principles and differ slightly in
spectral resolution, this allows the development of a long-term homoge-
neous ozone dataset in nadir observation mode. Laboratory absorption
measurement of temperature dependent absorption cross sections under
controlled in-flight conditions representative for atmospheric state, were
performed using the GOME, SCIAMACHY and GOME-2 satellite instru-
ments as laboratory spectrometers during the general instrument calibra-
tion period [Burrows et al., 1998, 1999a; Bogumil et al., 2003; Gür et al.,
2005; Gür, 2006]. The pre-flight absorption measurements were relative
cross sections scaled to absolute values using literature data.
Eskes et al. [2005] reported a systematic differences of about 3–5%
in the total ozone columns retrieved in the 325 – 335 nm spectral range
(Huggins band) using SCIAMACHY ozone cross sections when com-
pared to collocated GOME data. GOME was very stable over the op-
erational period (1995 – 2012), GOME cross sections were used in the re-
trieval. GOME total ozone data agree verywell with ground observations
[Weber et al., 2005; Balis et al., 2007]. SCIAMACHY retrieved ozone us-
9
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ing GOME absorption cross section data [Burrows et al., 1999a] smoothed
to SCIAMACHY’s spectral resolution shows a relative differences of 1%
with collocated GOME data. Moreover, GOME-2 total O3 column re-
trieved in the same spectral window and using GOME-2 cross sections
resulted in an overestimation of 8% [Weber et al., 2011]. This indicates
that the approaches used to determine the absolute absorption cross sec-
tions were not consistent for the three instruments, a re-analysis of the
absorption measurements of SCIAMACHY and GOME-2 is required to
correct the overestimation in the retrieved ozone from both instruments.
1.2 Thesis Structure
The thesis is divided into three parts as follows:
The first part presents a brief introduction of the atmosphere, ozone
chemistry as well as the ozone molecule and comprises Chapters 2 and
3. Chapter 2 presents an overview of the vertical structure of the atmo-
sphere and the atmospheric composition, the general features of ozone
chemistry of formation and destruction including catalytic cycles, atmo-
spheric dynamics as well as the ozone measurement techniques to follow
the discussions presented in this work.
A short description of the ozonemolecule and the importance of accu-
rate knowledge of absorption features of the ozone molecule are outlined
in Chapter 3.
The harmonization of SCIAMACHY and GOME-2 absorption ozone
cross sections are described in the second part which constitutes the fourth
and fifth chapters.
Chapter 4 explains the procedures of harmonisation of cross sections,
the re-analysis was carried out by re-evaluating the available cross sec-
tion data that included calculating relative cross section (optical density)
spectra, producing one consistent relative cross section spectrum by con-
catenation and the method used in converting to absolute absorption
cross sections. An evaluation of the re-analysis of the absorption mea-
surements of both satellites is also included.
The verification of the re-analyzed satellite cross sections is further ex-
tended in Chapter 5, comparisons were performed over the entire spec-
tral range of both spectrometers with an emphasis on the total ozone re-
trieval spectral window in the Huggins band. Finally, the cross section
spectra were included in DOAS test retrievals on real satellite data.
10
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The merged datasets from GOME, SCIAMACHY and COME-2 satel-
lite instruments togetherwith other consolidated long-term ozone records
from 1979 till 2012 are used to diagnose the trends in total ozone columns,
the results are summarized in Chapter 6, the third part. A regression
model using various natural and anthropogenic explanatory variables is
developed and applied to the different satellite data to investigate the
uncertainty in the long-term trends due to the use of different datasets.
Furthermore, the response of ozone at different latitudes with respect to
several explanatory variables are also investigated.
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes and summarizes the main findings from
this thesis.
The ultimate aim of this work is to derive a consolidated and con-
sistent set of absorption cross sections for GOME, SCIAMACHY, and
GOME-2 series that will allow the derivation of a harmonised long-term
dataset and the use of the different ozone records in the assessment of
ozone trends
11

Chapter 2
Ozone in the Atmosphere
Ozone is one of the most important atmospheric trace gas that plays a
major role in the chemistry and dynamics of the atmosphere [Holloway
and Wayne, 2010; WMO, 2011]. It protects life by shielding the damag-
ing ultra violet radiation in the stratosphere, and acts as a pollutant due
to its high oxidation potential that may cause respiratory problems and
destroys plant tissues in the troposphere. It plays a significant role in the
radiative budget, absorbing UV-visible solar radiation in the stratosphere
and infrared radiations emitted by Earth in the troposphere. Global ozone
measurements show large spatial and temporal variability, this variabil-
ity is controlled by various atmospheric processes. This chapter presents
a brief introduction of the chemical and dynamical processes that affect
ozone. The chapter is divided into four sections: Section 2.1 presents
the general characteristics of the atmosphere and explains the vertical
structure of the atmosphere (layers), the atmospheric composition and
the temperature distribution. A detailed overview of ozone chemistry
is introduced in Section 2.2. The relevant mechanisms governing ozone
production and natural destruction (Chapman cycles) in the stratosphere
are described as well as the important catalytic ozone destruction cycles
and the chemical and dynamical processes associated with the rapid de-
struction of ozone in the poles (ozone hole), tropospheric ozone is also
discussed. The atmospheric dynamics relevant for the distribution of
stratospheric ozone is briefly described in Section 2.3. The last section
presents the different techniques and instruments for measuring ozone.
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2.1 The Atmosphere: Composition and
Structure
The atmosphere is the thin layer of gaseousmixture enveloping the planet
Earth. Earth’s atmosphere is characterized by its unique composition as
well as pressure and temperature. It supports life on Earth by regulating
the incoming solar radiation and outgoing terrestrial radiation (radiative
equilibrium) as well as the water cycle. The atmosphere has no definite
boundary with the outer space and extends to 600 – 1000 km above the
surface. Most of the atmosphere is near the surface (99% below 100 km)
since the density and pressure decrease with altitude. The main con-
stituents of the atmosphere are listed in Table 2.1, the contents are also
given as mixing ratios by volume (volume fraction is identical to mole
fraction). Nitrogen, oxygen and argon are the major constituents and
account for about 99.9% of the total atmosphere, they exist in very sta-
ble and constant concentrations and are well mixed in the atmosphere.
The remaining 0.1% consists of the trace gases because they exist in small
quantities, among them: water vapour, carbon dioxide, ozone, methane,
hydrogen, various oxides of nitrogen, neon, krypton and helium. The
small and variable concentrations of the trace gases play a major role re-
garding the chemistry and the radiative equilibrium of the atmosphere
and are essential to life on Earth. The interactions between radiation (so-
lar and terrestrial) with the atmosphere’s composition determine the ver-
tical temperature structure of the atmosphere.
The atmosphere is generally divided vertically into four distinct lay-
ers based on the characteristic temperature profile or the rate of change
of temperature with elevation in the atmosphere (lapse rate, dT/dz). Fig-
ure 2.1 sketches the vertical temperature structure through the atmo-
sphere and shows the different layers: the troposphere, the stratosphere,
the mesosphere and the thermosphere. The layers also differ in the chem-
istry, composition (trace gases), density and air motion (dynamics). The
transition regions between the layers are characterized with zero ver-
tical temperature gradient and are defined as pauses: the tropopause,
stratopause and mesopause, respectively.
Troposphere The lowest layer of the atmosphere where life exits and
all weather phenomena take place. It is the densest layer containing 90%
of the total mass of the atmosphere. It extends from Earth’s surface up to
the tropopause and the height depends on the latitude and season rang-
ing from 6 – 8 km near the poles to 14 – 16 km in the tropics. This layer is
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Table 2.1: The major and minor constituents of the atmosphere.
Constituent Molecular Weight Content
[g/mole] (fraction of molecules)
Nitrogen (N2) 28.016 0.7808
Oxygen (O2) 32.00 0.2095
Argon (Ar) 39.94 0.0093
Water vapour (H2O) 18.02 0 – 0.04
Carbon dioxide (CO2) 44.01 395 ppm
Helium (He) 4.00 5 ppm
Neon (Ne) 20.18 18 ppm
Krypton (Kr) 83.7 1 ppm
Ozone (O3) 48.00 0 – 12 ppm
Methane (CH2) 16.05 1.79 ppm
Hydrogen (H2) 2.02 0.5 ppm
Nitrous oxide (N2O) 44.016 0.325 ppm
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) 46.01 0.02 ppm
characterized by a negative temperature gradient as the temperature de-
creases with height (6.5 K/km) till the tropopause where the temperature
gradient suddenly changes. Earth’s surface is warmed by the absorption
of the short wavelength solar radiation (ultraviolet UV-A, and visible)
transmitted through the atmosphere. The surface emits long wavelength
radiations (infrared, IR) which are trapped in the spectral windows of the
absorption bands of certain trace gases (green house gases e.g. H2O, CO2,
O3 and CH4) and warms the overlying atmosphere, such phenomenon is
called the greenhouse effect. The green house gases re-emit this energy
in all directions. The part emitted upward gradually cools down as the
air density decreases. Such temperature structure is unstable, the warm
air rises up, expands (cools) and mixes with the surrounding cold air
(convection). This leads to a rapid vertical mixing (hence the name tro-
posphere; tropos is Greek and means mixing or turning) in which the
trace gases can be transported quickly to upper layers (tropospheric dy-
namics). The tropopause lies directly above the troposphere and is the
first minima in the temperature structure (isothermal layer, temperature
does not change with height). It is about 9 km transition layer and acts
as a cold trap that reduces the exchange between the troposphere and
stratosphere.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic sketch of the vertical thermal structure of the atmospheric
temperature (solid turquoise curve) and layers.
Stratosphere This layer extends up to 50 km, it is less dense and dry. It
contains approximately 90% of atmospheric ozone as well as other trace
gases like CO2, H2O and NO2, 99% percent of air is located in the tro-
posphere and stratosphere. The temperature increases with increasing
altitude (positive temperature gradient), this inversion is due to the ab-
sorption of the high energetic short wavelength solar radiation (UV-B and
UV-C) by the ozone layer and then re-emission of thermal long wave-
length radiation in all directions that heats the stratosphere. Ozone in the
upper region of the stratosphere absorbs most of the UV radiation where
maximum heating, associated with maximum temperature, occurs. This
leaves less UV radiations penetrating down to heat the lower region and
therefore temperature increases with altitude. Such temperature struc-
ture results in a vertical stratification of the air masses making the layer
dynamically stable and inhibits vertical mixing (stratus is Latin for lay-
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ered), the dynamics is driven by radiative processes. For this reason,
the trace gases endure longer times (order of years) in the stratosphere.
Stratopause, the upper limit of the stratosphere, is the second isother-
mal transition layer (about 5 km) of maximum temperature separating
the stratosphere from the mesosphere.
Mesosphere Themesosphere (mesos, Greek formiddle) starts directly
above the stratopause and extends to an altitude range between 50 and
90 km. It acts as shield protecting the Earth from the meteorites by slow-
ing them down and eventually melting or vaporizing. It is much less
dense than the previous two layers. Due to the direct heating from the
high energetic solar radiations, the species contained there are found in
an excited state. This layer is characterized by a decrease of tempera-
ture with altitude; this is due to less solar heating (low O3 concentration)
and more radiative cooling by CO2. As a consequence, the mesosphere is
dynamically instable and is characterized by rapid vertical mixing. The
mesopause layer is the upper boundary region of the mesosphere and
located at altitudes between 88 and 100 km (season and latitude depen-
dent). It is the second minima in the temperature structure with the cold-
est place on Earth with temperatures reaching 120 – 130K in the high
latitude mesosphere in summer. The regions of the stratosphere and the
mesosphere are called the middle atmosphere.
Thermosphere The next layer above the mesopause where auroras
occur and many satellites orbit the Earth, it reaches altitudes between
600 and 1000 km. The air here has an extremely low density and poorly
mixed, the gas molecules are so distant from each other that a molecule
transverses around 1 km before colliding with another one. This layer is
characterized by a positive lapse rate. Below 200 – 300 km altitude, the
temperature rises sharply then remains fairly constant with increasing
altitude. The temperature inversion is a result of the absorption of the
high energetic short wavelength solar radiations by oxygen and nitrogen
molecules that break the strong bonds and consequently atoms are dom-
inant. The temperature is strongly influenced by solar activity, the high-
est temperature (around 2000K) in the atmosphere is found in the upper
thermosphere when the Sun is active. Thermopause marks the boundary
of the thermosphere, its height varies according to the absorbed heat.
The outer most layer is the exosphere where the atmosphere turns
into the outer space. This region starts at 600 – 1000 km above Earth’s
surface and contains light molecules moving fast enough (almost no col-
lision) to reach the escape velocity and overcome the gravitational field
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to escape into outer space. The atmosphere is also divided into the homo-
sphere and heterosphere according on how the atmospheric constituents
are mixed throughout the atmosphere. Homosphere is the region from
the troposphere till the mesosphere where the different constituents are
will mixed in the air. The region above is termed as the heterosphere,
air here is poorly mixed and molecules are distant from each other and
travel with large mean free paths, diffusion drives the vertical mixing.
The atmosphere also contains clouds aswell as suspended solid or liq-
uid particulates called aerosols. They greatly influence the global energy
budget of Earth by scattering, absorption and transmission. Aerosols
can be of natural source like dust, sea salt, water droplets and volcanic
emissions or anthropogenic as products of combustion. Both clouds and
aerosols play a role in the chemistry of the atmosphere in creating or de-
stroying some species including ozone.
2.2 Ozone Chemistry
Ozone (O3) plays a vital role in the atmospheric chemistry despite of
its relatively small concentration. The total concentrations of ozone in
a column extending vertically from Earth’s surface to the top of the at-
mosphere are measured in Dobson units1 while the vertical distribution
(profile) is measured in mixing ratio2 (fraction composition) or number
density. Ozone columns and profiles depend on the balance between
production, destruction and transport. Global measurements of the last
three decades demonstrated a strong depletion of the ozone layer over
the poles and mid-latitudes. The decline is mostly attributed to the com-
plex chemistry of the trace gases that initiate catalytic ozone destruction.
The ozone changes are also influenced by the broad meridional circula-
tion.
1Dobson unit (DU) is a measure of the abundance of atmospheric ozone, 1DU is the
thickness that ozone would occupy if brought down to the surface (height integrated)
of standard temperature and pressure (273K, 1 atms) in the unit of hundredths of mil-
limetre.
2Mixing ratio is a dimensionless ratio of trace gas number density (cm−3) and total
number density (cm−3), common units: e.g. (ppb) (10−9) parts per billion.
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2.2.1 Stratospheric Ozone Chemistry
The basic principles governing the formation and natural destruction of
stratospheric ozone were formulated first by Sydney Chapman [Chap-
man, 1930]. The mechanism, termed oxygen only and dominated by
photochemical reactions, states that O3 is maintained in a steady state
concentration and described in the following:
Oxygen radical (very reactive) is produced at around 100 km through
the photolysis of oxygen molecules by the short wavelength radiations
in the Schumann-Runge band (175 – 200 nm) and in the Herzberg contin-
uum.
O2 + hν(λ ≤ 242nm)→ O(
3P ) +O(1D) (2.1)
where hν denotes the ultraviolet photon and O(3P) is the ground state
of atomic oxygen while O (1D) is in metastable state.
The oxygen atom (O(1D)) quickly reacts with an oxygen molecule to
generate ozone:
O(1D) +O2 +M → O3 +M (2.2)
where M is a third molecule (mainly O2 or N2) which is collided with
and capable of absorbing the excess energy liberated in the exothermic
chemical reaction, i.e., required for energy and momentum conversation.
Ozone strongly absorbs solar radiations with wavelengths less than
310 nm, the molecule formed in (reaction 2.2) can be destroyed in the
stratosphere through photolysis to form back O2 and atomic oxygen:
O3 + hν(λ ≤ 310nm)→ O2 +O(
1D) (2.3)
O3 + hν(1200 ≤ λ ≤ 310nm)→ O2 +O(
3P ) (2.4)
O(1D) +M → O(3P ) +M (2.5)
The electronically excited oxygen atom O(1D) that is highly reactive,
quickly dissipates its internal energy and convert to O(3P ) by collisional
deactivationwith a thirdmolecule. Reactions 2.4 and 2.5 are not regarded
as ozone destruction mechanisms due to the short lifetime of the oxygen
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atom inwhich it quickly interacts with an oxygenmolecule to form ozone
(as in reaction 2.2). In this process, the solar radiations are converted to
thermal energy (the energy is transferred to the third body, M) and heats
the stratosphere and maintains the positive temperature gradient with
altitude.
Chapman also proposed a mechanism of ozone loss (or odd-oxygen
O and O3) to balance the production through the reaction of O3 molecule
with oxygen radical:
O3 +O → O2 +O2 (2.6)
O +O +M → O2 +M (2.7)
Chapman cycle explains the formation of the ozone layer. At high
altitudes, less O2 is found to produce oxygen through radical photolysis
(reaction 2.2). On the other hand, at low altitudes less solar intensity can
penetrate and reach the region of high O2 concentration. In the middle
(25 – 30Km), maximum oxygen atom production occurs which leads to
high ozone concentrations, the maxima has a seasonal and latitude de-
pendence as shown in Fig 2.2.
2.2.2 Catalytic Ozone Destruction Cycles (Gas Phase)
Chapman’s photochemical theory could not correctly predict the ozone
equilibrium concentrations, the reaction scheme overestimates the ob-
served ozone by a factor of 2. Reaction 2.6 is very slow to destroy the
produced ozone. It was later reported that the natural destruction of
stratospheric ozone was not solely by atomic oxygen but rather through
pure gas phase chemistry.
The odd oxygen is removed from the Chapman cycle by several trace
constituents involving in catalytic processes. The general form of the cat-
alytic destruction is as follows:
X +O3 → XO +O2
XO +O → X +O2
Net: O3 +O → O2 +O2 (2.8)
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Figure 2.2: SCIAMACHY’s ozone profiles measured at different latitude bands
in the Northern Hemisphere (10–20◦N in red, 30–40◦N in green, 50–60◦N
in blue and 70–80◦N in turquoise) and different months (March, June,
September and December). No measurements were recorded in the polar
region during December due to the lack of sunlight (polar night).
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X represents several species in the atmosphere, among them H, OH,
NO, Cl and Br. These species belong to the HOx, NOx, ClOx, BrOx
4 fam-
ilies, respectively. X is formed back in the second reaction, so that its
participation in odd-oxygen removal would not change its abundance.
Bates and Nicolet [1950] first suggested that stratospheric ozone is
catalytically destroyed by HOx according to the cycles:
H +O3 → OH +O2
OH +O → H +O2
Net: O3 +O → O2 +O2 (2.9)
OH +O3 → HO2 +O2
HO2 +O → OH +O2
Net: O3 +O → O2 +O2 (2.10)
These cycles contribute largely above 40Km (blue curve in Fig. 2.3).
The HOx source in the stratosphere is the oxidation of methane andwater
vapour or photolysis of water, both transported from the troposphere.
H2O +O(
1D))→ OH +OH (2.11)
CH4 +O(
1D))→ OH + CH3 (2.12)
Crutzen [1970] proposed the odd nitrogen oxides NOx cycle which is
dominant in the stratosphere under 35Km (green curve in Fig. 2.3):
4HOx = H + OH + HO2
NOx = NO + NO2
ClOx = Cl + ClO + OClO + HOCl + BrCl
BrOx = Br + BrO + HOBr + BrCl
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NO +O3 → NO2 +O2
NO2 +O → NO +O2
Net: O3 +O → O2 +O2 (2.13)
TheNOxmolecules originatemostly fromNO2 (microbiological) trans-
ported from the troposphere, and to less extent from aircrafts and ionoza-
tion reactions.
Halogens (Cl, Br) also participate in ozone destruction cycle [Stolarski
and Cicerone, 1974], the halogens are dominated by chlorine [Solomon,
1999].
Cl +O3 → ClO +O2
ClO +O → Cl +O2
Net: O3 +O → O2 +O2 (2.14)
This cycle is important at around 45Km (red curve in Fig. 2.3). The
main source of ClOx in stratosphere is the photo-dissociation of the an-
thropogenic chlorofluorocarbons (CFC) and hydrocarbons [Molina and
Rowland, 1974] transported from the troposphere. Methyl chloride (CH3CL),
a natural precursor of ClOx, is emitted from volcanoes and oceans.
The set of catalytic cycles described previously follows the general
scheme X→ XO→ X and limited in which both O3 and O (odd-oxygen)
are destroyed. Some catalytic cycles destroy O3 without odd-oxygen re-
moval where X and XO are inter converted:
NO +O3 → NO2 +O2
NO2 + hν → NO +O
Net: O3 + hν → O2 +O (2.15)
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Figure 2.3: Fraction of the odd-oxygen (Ox, black curve) loss rate due to the
catalytic destruction of HOx (blue), NOx (green), ClOx (red) and BrOx
(orange) families adapted from Holloway and Wayne [2010].
Such cycle is called null cycle with O3 photolysis is the overall effect.
The members of the different families can react with each other:
OH +O3 → HO2 +O2
HO2 +NO → OH +NO2
NO2 + hν → NO +O
Net: O3 + hν → O2 +O (2.16)
Cl +O3 → ClO +O2
ClO +NO → Cl +NO2
NO2 + hν → NO +O
Net: O3 + hν → O2 +O (2.17)
the photolysis of NO2 completed the null cycle in each case.
In the lower stratosphere (30Km), different cycles destroy ozonewith-
out utilizing atomic oxygen and involve HOx:
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OH +O3 → HO2 +O2
HO2 +O3 → OH +O2 +O2
Net: O3 +O3 → O2 +O2 +O2 (2.18)
Two ozone molecules are converted to three oxygen molecules.
At lower altitudes (20Km), HOx cycle interacts with halogens:
ZO +HO2 → HOZ +O2
HOZ + hν → OH + Z
OH +O3 → HO2 +O2
Z +O3 → ZO +O2
Net: O3 +O3 → O2 +O2 +O2 (2.19)
where Z is Cl or Br.
The complicated structure of the NOx cycles is also noted:
NO +O3 → NO2 +O2
NO2 +O3 → NO3 +O2
NO3 +NO2 +M → N2O5 +M
N2O5 + hν → NO3 +NO2
NO3 + hν → NO +O2
Net: O3 +O3 → O2 +O2 +O2 (2.20)
NO +O3 → NO2 +O2
NO2 +O3 → NO3 +O2
NO3 + hν → NO +O2
Net: O3 +O3 → O2 +O2 +O2 (2.21)
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Catalytic cycles involving chlorine strongly deplete the ozone layer in
the lower polar stratosphere. The first cycle, involving the formation of
ClO-dimer, was proposed by Molina and Molina [1987]
2× [Cl +O3 → ClO +O2]
ClO + ClO +M → Cl2O2 +M
Cl2O2 + hν(λ ≤ 400nm) → Cl + ClO2
ClO2 +M → Cl +O2 +M
Net: O3 +O3 → O2 +O2 +O2 (2.22)
The second cycle [Wofsy et al., 1975; Yung et al., 1980; McElroy et al.,
1986] showed that cycles involving Br and Cl contribute to the O3 loss:
BrO + ClO → Br + ClO2
ClO2 +M → Cl +O2 +M
Cl +O3 → ClO +O2
Br +O3 → BrO +O2
Net: O3 +O3 → O2 +O2 +O2 (2.23)
2.2.3 Ozone Hole
An intense depletion in the ozone layerwas first reported over the Antarc-
tic at the British Antarctic Survey station at Halley 76◦ S during spring
[Farman et al., 1985]. The study showed a recurring springtime Antarc-
tic ozone loss since the mid-seventies, October ozone levels registered
losses of about 35% compared to the sixties average. Datasets from the
Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) on-board Nimbus-7 satellite
confirmed the drop in ozone [Stolarski et al., 1986] as well as measure-
ments by other Antarctic stations [Komhyr et al., 1986; Mount et al., 1987;
Farmer et al., 1987]. This regular seasonal phenomena taking place in the
high latitudes during spring was called ozone hole3.
The depletion was first attributed to the NOx and ClOx gas phase
catalytic cycles (reactions 2.13 and 2.14), but the atomic oxygen utilized
3The ozone hole is defined as the area wherein the total ozone is less than 220 DU.
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in these cycles is less available in the lower polar stratosphere (where
depletion occurs) due to large solar zenith angle, this limits the photo-
dissociation of O2. The loss is due to an interaction of polar stratospheric
dynamic and particularmeteorological conditionswith chemical processes
involving heterogeneous reaction occurring on the surface of polar strato-
spheric clouds (PSCs).
During the polar night and the absence of heating due to solar UV and
emission of thermal radiations (radiative cooling), air cools down due to
the very cold temperatures. The cold polar masses are surrounded by
warmer air at the lower latitudes, this creates a large temperature and
pressure gradients which in turn results in a strong downward winds
from the mid-latitude stratosphere into the low pressure poles. The de-
scending winds are then deflected by the Coriolis force leading to a east-
ward flowing jet (westerly circulation) of the air masses around the po-
lar terminator. The rotating core of very cold air forms the polar vortex
(polar night jet) which very efficiently isolates the stratospheric polar air
masses from the lower latitude stratospheric air for quite long time (till
the onset of spring). The polar vortex is more pronounced in the Antarctic
than in the Arctic due to the topography and greater land sea tempera-
ture contrast in the northern hemisphere which induces more frequent
and intense planetary wave activity.
Inside the extremely cold and dry conditions of the polar vortex, little
amounts of water vapour condense and lead to the formation of Polar
Stratospheric Clouds (PSCs) in the lower stratosphere; aerosols (mainly
sulphates) provide the required cloud condensation nuclei. The PSCs are
typically formed at altitudes between 15 – 25 km and divided into two
classes [McCormick et al., 1982]:
Type I PSC particles are small (about 1 micron in diameter). The frost
point5 for Type I PSCs is 195K and their sedimentation rate is on the order
of 10 meters per day. Type I is further subdivided into:
Type Ia is composed of almost pure nitric acid trihydrate (HNO3.3H2O)
NAT [Crutzen and Arnold, 1986].
Type Ib is formed at temperatures of about 191K and composed of
a liquid ternary solution of nitric acid (HNO3), sulphuric acid (H2SO4),
and water vapor (H2O).
5The temperature at which PSCs form
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Type II are frozen water ice large particles (about 10 micron in diam-
eter) form at temperatures below 188K, sediment rather rapidly at about
1.5 kilometres per day.
Type II PSCs are formed frequently inside Antarctic polar due to the
extremely low temperatures.
PSCs are fundamental to ozone hole as the surfaces of cloud particles
provide a platform for heterogeneous chemistry which allows the release
of the catalytically active species or their precursors from the non reactive
reservoir compounds (non-ozone gases). The chlorine species are mainly
found in the reservoir molecules of hydrogen chloride (HCl) and chlorine
nitrate (ClONO2) and formed in a complex way as follows:
Cl + CH4 → HCl + CH3 (2.24)
ClO +NO2 +M → ClONO2 +M (2.25)
Chlorine and nitrogen activation/deactivation
The principal heterogeneous reactions are:
ClONO2(g) +HCl(s)→ Cl2(g) +HNO3(s) (2.26)
HOCl(g) +HCl(s)→ Cl2(g) +H2O(s) (2.27)
ClONO2(g) +H2O(s)→ HOCl(g) +HNO3(s) (2.28)
N2O5(g) +H2O(s)→ 2HNO3(s) (2.29)
N2O5(g) +HCl(s)→ ClNO2(g) +HNO3(s) (2.30)
Photochemically active molecular chlorine (Cl2), hypochlorous acid
(HOCl) and nitryl chloride (ClNO2) are released as gases. The hetero-
geneous reactions remove gaseous nitrogen (dinitrogen pentoxide N2O5
and ClONO2) to produce nitric acid (HNO3) which is absorbed by the
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PSCs as a reservoir species for nitrogen. This process of storing nitrogen
is known as denoxification. As a result no reactive nitrogen is available to
restrain the chlorine ozone catalytic destruction which might otherwise
react with ClO to the reservoir form ClONO2 through reaction 2.25.
In the early spring, the chlorine (and bromine) containing gas are sub-
sequently photolyzed by near UV and visible light to yield ClOx radicals
and initiate the catalytic ozone depletion cycle through the cycles. Cy-
cle 2.22 (ClO-dimer) is the largest contributor to ozone destruction and
responsible for 75% of the ozone removal in the ozone hole, 20% are at-
tributed to cycle 2.23 (Cl-Br) [Solomon, 1999]. Anderson et al. [1989] in-
dicates that the ClO-O cycle 2.14 accounts for only 3% of the observed
ozone loss.
The PSCs undergo sedimentation to lower altitudes and the nitric acid
and water are transported out of the vortex leading to the de-nitrification
and dehydration6 of the polar stratosphere.
The photolysis of HNO3 results in the releasing of reactiveNO2, which
in turn reacts with ClO to reform the reservoir ClONO2 species through
reaction 2.25. The vortex eventually breaks down in the spring due to in-
creasing temperatures and the catalytic depletion stops. This allows the
regeneration of the ozone layer that is enhanced by a flow of air from the
mid latitudes rich in ozone and contains nitrogen oxide compounds that
creates halogen reservoirs.
In Arctic stratosphere, the ozone depletion mechanisms are the same
but less pronounced. The vortex is less stable which results in less forma-
tion of PSCs as it is warmer, as a consequence weaker ozone loss occur
compared to that in the Antarctic. Therefore the halogen activation, de-
nitrification and dehydration in the stratosphere are less intense.
In mid-latitude, ozone destruction by heterogeneous chemistry also
occurs on the surface of sulphate aerosols [Fahey et al., 1993] where de-
noxification and chlorine deactivation happen. The depletion is consid-
erably smaller compared to that in the poles, but significant ozone loss
were observed after major volcanic eruptions [Hofmann and Solomon,
1989; WMO, 1995, 1999, 2003, 2007, 2011].
6De-nitrification: the removal of the reactive nitrogen.
Dehydration: the removal of water vapour.
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2.2.4 Tropospheric Ozone Chemistry
The tropospheric ozone formation is a complex process; it involves reac-
tions of large number of precursors. Tropospheric ozone is a photochemi-
cal pollutant and formed during daylight time, but is destroyed through-
out the day and night. Therefore, ozone concentrations depends upon
both the time of day and the location, high concentrations are found in ur-
ban regions on hot and sunny days. As mentioned before, ozone results
from the reaction between atomic and molecular oxygen (reaction 2.2),
but the mechanism differs from the Chapman cycle in the stratosphere,
UV-C radiation cannot reach the lower layer of the atmosphere to photo-
dissociate molecular oxygen (reaction 2.1). Photolysis of NO2 is the pri-
mary source of atomic oxygen and the dominant way to form ozone in
the troposphere.
NO2 + hν(λ ≤ 410nm) → NO +O(
3P )
O(3P ) +O2 +M → O3 +M
OH + CO → H + CO2
H +O2 +M → HO2 +M
HO2 +NO → OH +NO2
Net: CO + 2O2 → CO2 +O3 (2.31)
The nitrogen cycle is limited by the slow photolysis reaction, reaction
2 is comparatively fast. It depends on the amount of NOx to produce or
destroy O3 [Crutzen, 1973, 1974], with lowNOx, the ozone loss is through
the following:
OH + CO → H + CO2
H +O2 +M → HO2 +M
HO2 +O3 → OH + 2O2
Net: CO +O3 → CO2 +O2 (2.32)
or
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OH +O3 → HO2 +O2
HO2 +O → OH +O2
Net: O3 +O3 → O2 +O2 +O2 (2.33)
HOx and NOx catalyse ozone production and destruction in the tro-
posphere and stratosphere, respectively.
Ozone is also a powerful oxidizing agent and its photolysis is the
dominant source of OH radical in the troposphere.
O3 + hν → O2 +O(
1D) (2.34)
O(1D) +HO2 → 2OH (2.35)
Another source of tropospheric O3 is the stratosphere-troposphere ex-
change (SET). Thin stratified air (about 1 km) from the lowermost strato-
sphere enters the troposphere atmid-latitudes parallel to the tropospheric
jet stream and mixes up with the turbulent tropospheric air. The SET
process accounts for about 40% of tropospheric ozone [Holloway and
Wayne, 2010].
2.3 Ozone Transport
Ozone is abundantly produced in the tropical stratosphere where the Sun
provides maximum UV radiations to initiate the photolysis of oxygen
molecules and Chapman cycle. Highest ozone columns are observed in
the mid and high latitudes rather than its photochemical production re-
gion. This discrepancy between the photochemical theory and observa-
tions in the distribution of ozone can be explained as a poleward trans-
port of ozone rich air from the tropics into the higher latitudes. The pole-
ward drift is part of a broad hemispheric meridional circulation in the
middle and lower stratosphere in which the poleward branch is balanced
by an upward motion in the tropics and a descending motion in both the
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stratospheric extra-tropics and polar latitudes. A Schematic sketch of the
meridional circulation is shown in Fig. 2.4
Figure 2.4: Schematic sketch of the general broad hemispheric meridional circu-
lation in the stratosphere adapted from Holton et al. [1995]. Tropospheric
air masses enter the stratosphere via the tropical tropopause, from where
they are distributed via different pathways in the stratosphere.
The slow meridional circulation is also known as the Brewer-Dobson
circulation BDC [Brewer, 1949; Dobson, 1956]. The main features of the
transport of air masses in stratosphere were postulated by Brewer and
Dobson to explain the observed low water vapour mixing ratios in the
stratosphere and the observed high ozone concentration in the polar lower
stratosphere, respectively. The circulation is intense in the winter season
and stronger in the Northern Hemisphere due to larger scale topograph-
ical features and more land-ocean contrasts compared to the Southern
Hemisphere. The circulation is driven by the planetary scale atmospheric
waves (Rossby and gravity waves) which are generated in troposphere
and propagated upwards [Haynes et al., 1991; Rosenlof andHolton, 1993;
Newman et al., 2001; Plumb, 2002] where they break and dissipate due
to wave breaking processes. The mechanisms driving the BDC are ex-
plained in Section 6.1.1.
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2.4 Ozone Measurements
The abundance of ozone in the atmosphere is measured since the 1920s
by a variety of techniques employing ground based spectrometers and
instruments or spectrometers carried aloft on balloons, aircraft, rockets,
and satellites (see Fig. 2.5). The measurements extend from the atmo-
sphere above the ground station to daily global coverage and profiles.
Long-term and global ozone datasets are considered as an essential tool
to monitor the changes in the ozone layer and to study its inter-annual
and decadal variability to determine the long-term global trends. Ozone
observations are also required to validate various climate models that are
used to predict future evolution of the atmospheric trace gases [Eyring
et al., 2005]. Ozone is basically measured by two principal kinds of mea-
surement techniques: in-situ and remote sensing, both techniques em-
ploy ozone’s chemical and optical characteristics.
TWENTY QUESTIONS: 2006 UPDATE
Q.7
The abundance of ozone in the atmosphere is meas-
ured by a variety of techniques (see Figure Q5-1).  The
techniques make use of ozone’s unique optical and chem-
ical properties.  There are two principal categories of
measurement techniques: local and remote. Ozone
measurements by these techniques have been essential in
monitoring changes in the ozone layer and in developing
our understanding of the processes that control ozone
abundances.
Local measurements. Local measurements of
atmospheric ozone abundance are those that require air to
be drawn directly into an instrument.  Once inside an
instrument, ozone can be measured by its absorption of
ultraviolet (UV) light or by the electrical current produced
in an ozone chemical reaction.  The latter approach is used
in the construction of “ozonesondes,” which are light-
weight, ozone-measuring modules suitable for launching
on small balloons.  The balloons ascend far enough in the
atmosphere to measure ozone in the stratospheric ozone
layer. Ozonesondes are launched regularly at many loca-
tions around the world.  Local ozone-measuring instru-
ments using optical or chemical detection schemes are
also used routinely on board research aircraft to measure
the distribution of ozone in the troposphere and lower
stratosphere.  High-altitude research aircraft can reach the
ozone layer at most locations over the globe and can reach
farthest into the layer at high latitudes in polar regions.
Ozone measurements are also being made on some com-
mercial aircraft. 
Remote measurements. Remote measurements of
ozone abundance are obtained by detecting the presence
of ozone at large distances away from the instrument.
Most remote measurements of ozone rely on its unique
absorption of UV radiation.  Sources of UV radiation that
can be used are the Sun and lasers.  For example, satel-
lites use the absorption of UV sunlight by the atmosphere
or the absorption of sunlight scattered from the surface of
Earth to measure ozone over nearly the entire globe on a
daily basis.  A network of ground-based detectors meas-
ures ozone by the amount of the Sun’s UV light that
reaches Earth’s surface.  Other instruments measure ozone
u ing its absorption of infrared or visible radiation or its
emission of microwave or infrared radiation.  Total ozone
amounts and the altitude distribution of ozone can be
obtained with remote measurement techniques.  Lasers
are routinely deployed at ground sites or on board aircraft
to detect ozone over a distance of many kilometers along
the laser light path.
Large
aircraft
Measuring Ozone in the Atmosphere
Satellites
Ground-based
systems
Laser
beams
Balloon
sondes
High-altitude
aircraft
Figure Q5-1.  Ozone measurements. Ozone is meas-
ured throughout the atmosphere with instruments on the
ground and on board aircraft, high-altitude balloons, and
satellites.  Some instruments measure ozone locally in
sampled air and others measure ozone remotely some
distance away from the instrument.  Instruments use
optical techniques, with the Sun and lasers as light
sources, or use chemical reactions that are unique to
ozone.  Measurements at many locations over the globe
are made regularly to monitor total ozone amounts.
Q5: How is ozone measured in the atmosphere?
The amount of ozone in the atmosphere is measured by instruments on the ground and carried aloft on
balloons, aircraft, and satellites.  Some measurements involve drawing air into an instrument that con-
tains a system for detecting ozone.  Other measurements are based on ozone’s unique absorption of light
in the atmosphere.  In that case, sunlight or laser light is carefully measured after passing through a por-
tion of the atmosphere containing ozone.
eas ri  z e i  t e t s ere
Figure 2.5: Illustration of the ozone measurements performed locally or re-
motely f om g ound, on board airc aft/high-altitude balloons and satellites
[WMO, 2007].
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In-situ measurement is a direct method of determining atmospheric
ozone concentrations which involves collecting air samples in an instru-
ment carried by balloons, aircraft or rockets. The ozone amounts are then
measured using its characteristic wavelength dependence of absorption
of light especially in the UV spectral region or by an electrical current pro-
duced in an ozone chemical reaction. Ozonesondes, launched on small
balloons, use an Electrochemical Concentration Cells (ECC) to measure
the current produced from the second method. Balloon measurements
can also perform absorption spectroscopy by carrying devices like ozone
photometers which conduct absorption measurements at 253.7 nm (Hg
line) or laser in-situ sensors that record the laser light absorption reflected
back to the sensor from a mirror placed under the balloon. Balloon mea-
surements provide profile of the stratospheric ozone layer up to 40 km
and several days of continuous coverage. Both optical or chemical ozone
detecting methods are routinely performed on board research aircraft
(sometimes commercial aircraft) to measure ozone distributions in the
troposphere and lower stratosphere as well as chemicals related to its
production and destruction. High-altitude research aircraft (U2 airplane)
can reach the ozone layer at most locations over the globe. Ozone profiles
up to 75 km are measured by rockets equipped with devices performing
absorption spectroscopy.
In-situ measurements are the most accurate and detailed methods
of measuring atmospheric ozone. However, the measurements are per-
formed over localized regions and cannot provide a global picture of
ozone distribution and have to cover awide range of concentrations, tem-
peratures and pressures in the atmosphere as well as coping with large
number of species present in any air sample.
Remote sensing is the science of quantification or acquisition of in-
formation about an object, area, or phenomenon through the analysis of
data acquired by an instrument at large distances from the object, area,
or phenomenon under investigation without any physical contact [Lille-
sand and Kiefer, 1987]. This method is an indirect measurement applied
on locations that are not accessible (atmosphere, ice, ocean). Ozone is
remotely detected using its unique absorption of UV, visible or infrared
radiation. The remote sensing technique is classified into active or pas-
sive depending on the source of radiation that is used for detection, e.g.
the Sun and lasers.
Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) on board aircrafts or at ground
sites, is an ozone measurement technique that operates in the optical
range of 100 – 1000 nm. It emits simultaneously two laser pulses into the
atmosphere at specific wavelengths characterized by different absorption
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cross sections (strong and weak absorption). For ozone, the UV region
(200 – 400 nm) spectral range is chosen and the choice of wavelength pairs
depends on the altitude range of the measurement. A telescope collects
the backscattered radiations that are transmitted to the detector (photo-
multiplier tube). By comparing the intensity of light scattered at each
wavelength, a profile of ozone is measured from 10 km to 50 km along
the laser light path.
A network of ground-based spectrometersmeasure total ozone amou-
nts and the altitude distribution based on the absorption of light that
reaches Earth’s surface. Dobson ozone spectrometers measure atmosphe-
ric ozone column using differences in ozone absorption spectroscopy at
wavelength pairs (strong and weak) in the UV spectral region. The verti-
cal distribution is alsomeasured fromDobsonmeasurements usingUmk-
ehr method, the reflected UV intensities rather than direct light are mea-
sured during the sunset and the distribution is derived from the change
in the ratio of two UV frequencies with time. Dobson measurements are
the most precise and the only long term source of ozone data, charac-
terised by high accuracy and good long term stability, and are often used
to calibrate data obtained from satellites. On the other hand, Dobson
method is strongly affected by the interference of aerosols and pollu-
tants (SO2) in the atmosphere and provides measurements only over the
stations. In many stations, Dobson spectrophotometers are succeeded
with the fully automated improved Brewer spectrometers which have
the same measurement principle for consistency.
Other instruments use ozone absorption in the UV and visible spec-
tral region over many wavelengths for measurements (e.g. Differential
Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS, 330 – 350 nm) and Systeme d´A-
nalyse par Observation Zenitale (SAOZ, 450 – 570 nm) spectrometers)
Satellites measure ozone columns and profiles over nearly the entire
globe on a daily basis, the measurement principles are similar to Dodson
instrument but over wide wavelength windows and are satellite based.
Satellite spectrometers measure the absorption of UV light by the atmo-
sphere or the absorption of sunlight scattered from the surface of Earth.
Other spectrometers measure ozone using its absorption of infrared or
visible radiation or its emission of microwave or infrared radiations.
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Chapter 3
Spectroscopic Aspects of Ozone
Molecule
The presence of ozone in Earth’s atmosphere is fundamental to atmo-
spheric chemistry. The interaction of the solar radiations with ozone
molecule (photolysis) initiates the chemical reactions in the troposphere,
stratosphere and mesosphere. In the troposphere, ozone photolysis leads
to the formation of OH radicals (reactions 2.34 and 2.35), the most im-
portant radical in the troposphere that initiates the oxidation of a wide
variety of atmospheric trace constituents. Ozone photolysis in the strato-
sphere filters the biologically harmful ultraviolet radiations (UVB and
UVC between 230 and 290 nm) from the incoming solar radiations, this
is vital to human well-being. The photochemistry of ozone molecule
is complex and is controlled by the structure, spectroscopy and excited
states of the molecule, different photo-products of O and O2 are released
due to the weak bonds of ozone molecule.
Global distribution of ozone amounts in Earth’s atmosphere can be
determined by remote sensingmethods in different spectral regions, mos-
tly in the UV, visible, and thermal IR from ground-based and satellite
based instruments. This requires an accurate quantitative information
describing the interactions between electromagnetic radiation and the
ozone molecule; i.e. temperature dependent absorption cross section
spectra and line parameters in the different spectral regions at appropri-
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ate physical conditions representing the true state of the atmosphere (e.g.
pressure, temperature, mixing ratio), to be used in the retrievals.
This chapter presents a short description of the ozone molecule and
outlines the importance of accurate knowledge of absorption features of
the ozone molecules in the UV, visible and NIR ranges.
3.1 Ozone Spectroscopy and Cross Section
Ozone is a form of oxygen (O3, trioxygen). In the ground state, the oxy-
gen atoms are covalently bonded and arranged in the form of triangu-
lar shape with an apical angle of 116.8◦ and a bond length of 1.278◦A
(Fig. 3.1). The central oxygen atom forms a covalent bond with each ter-
minal atom leaving an unpaired electron on each atom. The two unpaired
electrons are weakly coupled into a singlet or triplet state and occupy pi
orbitals. The central oxygen atom is positively charged and the terminal
oxygen atoms each carry partial negative charge.
Figure 3.1: The ozone molecule [http://www.globalwarmingart.com/wiki/File:O-
zone_Molecule_Formula_png].
Ozone is assigned to a hybrid (average) resonance2 structure (Fig. 3.2).
The molecule changes between the two forms as the single and double
bonds exchange their places which changes the polarity of the molecule
along with it, neither form accurately represents the structure and bond-
ing in the O3 molecule. Spectroscopic studies indicate that both O-O
2The existence of a molecule in many structures due to delocalization of electrons.
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bonds (single and double) are equal in length and strength and inter-
mediate between characteristic single and double bond.
Figure 3.2: Resonance structures of ozone molecule in its ground state
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Ozone-resonance-Lewis-2D.png].
The ground state of the ozone molecule has a C2ν equilibrium struc-
ture similar to water molecule (Fig. 3.3).
Figure 3.3: Symmetry elements of ozone molecule in the C2ν point group of the
ground state.
The principal ozone forming reaction in the atmosphere is the three
body recombination of atomic and molecular oxygen (eq. 2.2), therefore
ozone in its ground state is approximated as a compound of O-O2. The
weak bonding between the singly occupied pi orbitals on the terminal
oxygen atoms makes ozone an instable molecule and a stronger oxidiza-
tion agent than the oxygen molecule. The complex photolysis of ozone
leads to a transition from the ground state to some higher excited states
or to the dissociation of the molecule depending on the wavelength of
the photons, different excited states O and O2 are produced:
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O3 + hν(λ ≤ 310nm)→ O(
1D) +O2(
1∆g) (3.1)
O3 + hν(λ ≤ 411nm)→ O(
1D) +O2(
3Σ−g ) (3.2)
O3 + hν(λ ≤ 463nm)→ O(
3P ) +O2(
3Σ+g ) (3.3)
O3 + hν(λ ≤ 611nm)→ O(
3P ) +O2(
1∆g) (3.4)
O3 + hν(λ ≤ 1180nm)→ O(
3P ) +O2(
3Σ−g ) (3.5)
where the wavelengths in parentheses indicate the thermochemical
thresholds for the photo-products.
These reactions correspond to transitions between the ground vibra-
tional, ground electronic and an electronically excited state; i.e ozone’s
near infrared, visible and ultraviolet spectra in which four distinct band
systems are recognized namely theHartley, Huggins, Chappuis andWulf
bands. The lowest electronic excited states of ozonemolecule correspond-
ing to these band systems are displayed in Fig. 3.4.
Hartley and Huggins bands
The broad continuum of the strongest Hartley absorption band of O3
in the UV region is assigned to an electronic transition from the ground
X1A1 state to the upper electronic state 1
1B2 state in the C2ν point group
of the ground state followed by fast photo dissociation. The character-
istic band shape arises from a symmetric stretching progression. The
small diffused structures superimposed on the continuum correspond to
transitions between the (0, 0, 0) vibrational level of X1A1 and vibrational
states in the 11B2 upper electronic state [Joens, 1994a].
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Figure 3.4: The lowest lying electronic states at the ground state C2ν geometry
of the ozone molecule with the states of O2 and O [Mason and Pathak,
1997].
The Huggins absorption band is located at the red tail of the strong
Hartley band, the cross section is exceedingly small and characterized by
a series of diffused vibrational structures superimposed on the contin-
uum of the UV range that decrease by about four orders of magnitude
within the band range. The assignment of the Huggins band has been a
subject of disagreements and inconsistencies; it is due to the transitions
to the upper electronic state of either the second or the third singlet; i.e.,
21A1 or 1
1B2.
Banichevich et al. [1993] assigned the Huggins absorption to the elec-
tronic transition to the excited 21A1 state. Although this transition is
orbitally forbidden [Hay and Dunning, 1977; Thunemann et al., 1978;
Banichevich et al., 1990, 1993; Banichevich and Peyerimhoff, 1993], the
21A1 surface showed a minimum below the minimum of the 1
1B2 state
allowing a coupling process with the 11B2 state in Cs symmetry
3. This
interpretation was confirmed by Joens [1994b] as well as O’Keeffe et al.
[2001].
On the other hand, the theoretical analysis published in Qu et al.
[2004a,b] reconfirmed the initial assignment of the Huggins to the same
transition state as the Hartley band [Katayama, 1979, 1986; Sinha et al.,
3The ozone molecule is distorted with one bond length being substantially longer
than the other one.
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1986; Le Quèrè and Leforestier, 1992; Yamashita et al., 1992] in which the
Huggins band is due to the excitation to the potential wells of the 11B2
state in which the structures are due to excitation of the vibrational states
in the two wells with Cs symmetry as illustrated in Fig. 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Potential energy surfaces of the lowest 21A1 or 1
1B2 states as a func-
tion of the dissociation coordinate (O-O bond distance) [Qu et al., 2004a].
Chappuis and Wulf bands
The contributions of the visible and near-IR absorptions to ozone spec-
trum areweak compared to the ultraviolet region in theHartley band, but
remain significant in the atmospheric window. The Chappuis and Wulf
bands correspond to excitations to the lowest states of ozone.
The Chappuis band is more than 103 times weaker than the Hartley
band and centred in the red region. The Chappuis band corresponds to
absorption from the X1A1 ground state to the 1
1A2 and 1
1B1 state in C2ν
symmetry. The band is composed of an irregular series of vibrational
bands superposed on a continuum absorption feature in the blue wing
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between 400 and 550 nm corresponding to an absorption to the 11B1 state.
The 11A2 ←− X
1A1 transition is only vibronically allowed via the anti-
symmetric stretch [Steinfeld et al., 1987] and contributes to the underly-
ing featureless absorption in the red wing of the Chappuis system.
The Wulf band consists of weak absorptions in the visible (overlap
with the Chappuis band) and near infrared region which are five orders
of magnitude below those near the peak of the Hartley band. The Wulf
system is due to the 13A2 ←− X
1A1 and 1
3B1 ←− X
1A1 transitions just
above the dissociation limit of the ground state of the O3 molecules.
Figure 3.6 shows SCIAMACHY’s ozone temperature dependent cross
section spectra displaying the Hartley, Huggins, Chappuis andWulf ban-
ds [Bogumil et al., 2003].
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Figure 3.6: Temperature dependent ozone absorption cross section spectra
[Bogumil et al., 2003] measured with the SCIAMACHY spectrometer
(230 – 1070 nm) covering the Hartley, Huggins, Chappuis and the Wulf
bands at 203K, 223K, 243K, 273K, and 293K.
The accuracy of the cross sections as well as the correct temperature
dependence are essential for ozone retrieval and the temperature vari-
ation of the absorption spectra in the different bands are key parame-
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ters in the ozone retrieval from satellite observations [Weber et al., 2005].
The changes in the population distribution in the ground electronic state
(rotational vibrational levels) are responsible for the temperature depen-
dence of the ozone absorption cross section spectra.
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Part II
Ozone Cross Sections

Chapter 4
Harmonisation of SCIAMACHY
and GOME-2 Ozone Cross
Sections
4.1 Introduction
The satellite borne atmospheric chemistry sensors present a powerful
tool to monitor changes in the global atmospheric trace gas concentra-
tions as well as other parameters describing clouds, aerosols and surface
properties. Global and long term measurements of atmospheric minor
constituents are key factors to improve our understanding of the phys-
1Part of this chapter is published in:
Chehade, W., Gür, B., Spietz, P., Gorshelev, V., Serdyuchenko, A., Burrows, J. P., and
Weber, M., Temperature dependent ozone absorption cross section spectra measured
with the GOME-2 FM3 spectrometer and first application in satellite retrievals, Atmos.
Meas. Tech., 6, 7, 1623–1632, doi:10.5194/amt-6-1623-2013, http://www.atmos-meas-
tech.net/6/1623/2013/, 2013.
Chehade, W., Gorshelev, V. Serdyuchenko, A. Burrows, J. P. andWeber, M., Revised tem-
perature dependent ozone absorption cross section spectra (Bogumil et al.) measured
with the SCIAMACHY satellite spectrometer, Atmos. Meas. Tech., 6, 11, 3055–3065,
doi:10.5194/amt-6-3055-2013, http://www.atmos-meas-tech.net/6/3055/2013/, 2013.
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ical and chemical processes that determine the behaviour of the atmo-
sphere in a changing climate. Long term datasets of total ozone column
amounts (and trace gases relevant to ozone chemistry) and vertical dis-
tributions are required to verify that the reduction in ozone depleting
substances according to the Montreal Protocol (1987) and its subsequent
amendments and its later adjustments, resulted in the onset of recovery
[WMO, 2011].
SCIAMACHY [Burrows et al., 1995; Bovensmann et al., 1999], launched
in 2002 aboard ESA’s ENVISAT, provided ten years (2003 – 2012) of ozone
data (operations ceased after losing communicationwith ENVISAT). This
data together with that retrieved from GOME (1995 – 2005) aboard the
ERS-2 satellite since 1995 [Burrows et al., 1999b] and GOME-2 (2007 –
present) launched in 2006 aboard EUMETSAT’s MetOp-A satellite [Cal-
lies et al., 2000; Munro et al., 2006.] and two additional GOME-2 spec-
trometers commissioned as part of the MetOp programme (MetOp B and
C, MetOp-B GOME-2 spectrometer launched in 2012), will enable a ho-
mogeneous dataset in nadir observations since all instruments have very
similar observation principles and differ slightly in spectral resolution.
The consistency among the total column trace gas data from multiple
space-borne instruments requires cautious investigation of the relevant
parameters that present a significant source of error in the data process-
ing, among them is the absorption cross section.
Accurate and high quality ozone absorption cross sections are essen-
tial input reference data in the retrieval of column densities and vertical
distributions of atmospheric ozone and other trace gases from various
platforms. They are also required to maintain consistency between the
instruments, an instrumental drift of less than 1% per decade is needed
to identify changes in the long-term trends as a response to the Montreal
protocol.
For this purpose, laboratorymeasurements of the temperature depen-
dent ozone absorption cross section spectra under representative in-flight
controlled conditions were performed with the SCIAMACHY [Bogumil
et al., 2003] and the GOME-2 [Gür et al., 2005; Gür, 2006] spectrometers at
representative temperatures covering the atmospheric temperature gra-
dient and relevant to ozone measurements (203K, 223K, 243K, 273K,
and 293K). The absorption measurements were carried out before setting
the satellites in orbit and were conducted with a mobile spectroscopy
setup CATGAS (Calibration Apparatus for Trace Gas Absorption Spec-
troscopy) built by IUP/IFE at the University of Bremen to carry out ab-
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sorption measurements with GOME spectrometer [Burrows et al., 1998,
1999a]. The flight model (FM) measurements are motivated by the fact
that the fit residuals of the trace gas retrieved are reduced when the satel-
lite characteristic reference data are used. There is also no need to know
the exact instrument slit function (ILS) when using the FM cross sections
in the retrieval. The ozone absorption cross section measurements with
GOME, SCIAMACHY, and GOME-2 cover the entire Hartley-Huggins
(UV) and Chappuis band (visible), in case of SCIAMACHY the measure-
ments include the near IRWolf bands. The FM absorption measurements
were relative cross section since the ozone amounts could not precisely
measured during the campaigns. Several absorption measurements (at
each temperature) with different ozone concentrations and path lengths
were performed to cover the large dynamical range of the spectrometers.
The spectra were concatenated together to form one consistent relative
cross section spectrum in arbitrary units. The relative spectrum was then
scaled to absolute absorption cross section values at a set of wavelengths
or wavelength ranges.
The use of SCIAMACHYozone FM cross sections in the SCIAMACHY
total ozone retrieval in the 325 – 335 nm spectral range (Huggins band)
resulted in systematic differences of about 3-5% when compared to col-
located GOME data [Eskes et al., 2005], while the GOME-2 total O3 re-
trieval in the same spectral window and using GOME-2 FM3 resulted
in an overestimation of 8% [Weber et al., 2011]. The GOME total ozone
data retrieved using the GOME FM cross sections [Burrows et al., 1999a]
agree very well with ground observations [Weber et al., 2005; Balis et al.,
2007]. This indicates that the approaches used to determine the absolute
absorption cross sections were not consistent for the two instruments.
The harmonisation of cross sections from multiple atmospheric sensors
is essential for developing a homogeneous and consolidated data record
needed for international ozone assessments.
Figure 4.1 displays Bogumil et al. [2003] ozone abosrption cross sec-
tion in total ozone retrieval window from Nadir observation in the Hug-
gins band at 225K together with high spectral resolution literature data
[Bass and Paur, 1985; Paur and Bass, 1985; Brion et al., 1993, 1998; Malicet
et al., 1995; Daumont et al., 1992] convolved with the appropriate SCIA-
MACHY slit function. It can be clearly seen that the absorption structures
of Bogumil et al. [2003] data are smaller, this discrepancy appears as an
overestimation in the retrieved total ozone columns.
Moreover, the variation of the temperature dependent ozone spectra
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in the Chappuis andWulf bands shown in Fig. 4.2, needed for ozone pro-
files retrieval from SCIAMACHY limb and occultation measurements,
are not consistent with Burkholder and Talukdar [1994], Brion et al. [1998]
and El Helou et al. [2005] data. For this reason, the ozone FM spectra
need to be corrected in order to be use in the retrieval of atmospheric
trace gases.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison between Bogumil et al. [2003] version 3 in red, Bass
Paur (BP) [Bass and Paur, 1985; Paur and Bass, 1985] in green and BMD
data [Brion et al., 1993, 1998; Malicet et al., 1995; Daumont et al., 1992]
in blue in the Huggins band. The amplitudes of the absorption structures
of the Bogumil et al. [2003] data at the absorption minima are smaller
compared to Bass Paur and BMD.
On the other hand, the absolute absorption cross section values of
[Gür et al., 2005; Gür, 2006] version 3 data in the Huggins band show
some discrepencies compared to the high resolution data smoothed to
GOME-2 spectral resolution as shown in Fig. 4.3, this discrepancy also
appears as an overestimation in the retrieved total ozone columns. Simi-
larly, the temperature dependence of the data in the Chappuis band (Fig.
4.4) is also not consistent with literature data.
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Figure 4.2: Temperature variation of Bogumil et al. [2003] version 3 data in the
Chappuis and Wulf bands. The temperature dependence in both bands is
not consistent with literature data.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison between the GOME-2 FM3 version 3 data (black dotted
spectrum) and the literature data convolved with GOME-2 slit function in
the Huggins band (DOAS region) at 225K. The amplitudes of the version
3 data from Gür et al. [2005] and Gür [2006] are smaller compared to the
literature.
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Figure 4.4: Temperature variation of Gür et al. [2005] and Gür [2006] version 3
data in the Chappuis. The temperature dependence is not consistent with
literature data.
A re-analysis of the FM data is, however, needed to improve upon
the overestimation in total O3 retrieved using the SCIAMACHY FM and
GOME-2 FM3 reference spectra, respectively. There are two potential er-
ror sources in generating the ozone cross section spectra from the FM
campaigns (first analysis) that need particular attention: the concatena-
tion of relative measurements and scaling of relative spectra to absolute
absorption cross sections. The reanalysis requires the full understanding
of the experimental setup and the absorption measurements conducted
and the procedures carried out for converting them into ozone absorption
cross section spectra. The procedures followed to correct the ozone cross
sections are generally similar to that used to determine the absolute cross
section in Bogumil et al. [2003], Gür et al. [2005] and Gür [2006]. The first
step was to analyse and carry out the same steps to produce absolute ab-
sorption cross sections from original raw spectra as a starting point and
to try to identify potential problems that may require modifications from
the prior analysis.
The aim of this chapter is to give a general overview on how the re-
analysis was performed. The raw absorption cross section spectra mea-
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sured during the FM campaigns (GOME-2 and SCIAMACHY) were con-
sidered as the starting point for modifications/corrections to be applied.
The next section briefly describes SCIAMACHY and GOME-2 spectrom-
eter followed by the settings used in the cross section measurement cam-
paigns. Section 4 explains the procedures of re-analysing the data that
includes calculating relative cross section (optical density) spectra, con-
catenating the different relative spectra together to form one consistent
relative cross section spectrum and the method used to convert to abso-
lute absorption cross sections. The last section presents an evaluation of
the re-analysis and shows the modification obtained for both FM mea-
surements.
4.2 The Spectrometers
4.2.1 SCIAMACHY Spectrometer
The Scanning Imaging Absorption spectroMeter for Atmospheric CHar-
tographY (SCIAMACHY) spectrometer [Burrows et al., 1995; Bovensmann
et al., 1999] is a moderate resolution of 0.2 – 1.5 nm FWHM (Full Width
of Half Maximum of the instrumental line shape, see Table 4.1) passive
remote sensing instrument launched in 2002 aboard ESA’s ENVISAT. It
is an eight channel double spectrometer grating that collects at the top
of the atmosphere the up-welling backscattered and cloud or surface re-
flected solar fluxes in the ultra-violet (UV), visible and near-infrared (NIR)
spectral regions (230 – 2380 nm).
The spectrometer is highly stable and can measure very small ab-
sorptions due to its high dynamic range. Light with wavelengths below
1000 nm is detected by 1024 pixel cooled silicon diode arrays detectors
while in the near infrared wavelength region InGaAs arrays are used. For
each channel, the pixel exposure times (PET) are independently chosen.
Spectral and radiometric calibration and instrument monitoring is per-
formed during flight through a CrPt/Ne-hollow cathode emission lamp
and a broad-band white light source.
SCIAMACHYhas two scanningmirrors that perform alternative nadir
and limb observationmodes aswell as lunar and solar occultations [Bovens-
mann et al., 1999; Gottwald and Bovensmann, 2011]. Total column amounts
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Table 4.1: Spectral ranges and resolutions of each channel of the SCIAMACHY
spectrometer.
Channels Spectral Range Spectral Resolution
1 240 – 314 nm 0.24 nm
2 309 – 405 nm 0.26 nm
3 394 – 620 nm 0.44 nm
4 640 – 805 nm 0.48 nm
5 785 – 1050 nm 0.54 nm
6 1000 – 1750 nm 1.48 nm
7 1940 – 2040 nm 0.22 nm
8 2265 – 2380 nm 0.28 nm
and vertical distributions of atmospheric trace gases relevant to ozone
chemistry and global warming are inferred from SCIAMACHY’s data. In
addition to other geophysical parameters including mesopause tempera-
ture, cloud coverage and top height, aerosols, Mg II index (solar activity)
and polar stratospheric clouds are retrieved [Gottwald and Bovensmann,
2011].
A more detailed description of the characteristics of SCIAMACHY
instrument and the fundamentals of its measurement protocol is given in
[Gottwald and Bovensmann, 2011].
4.2.2 GOME-2 Spectrometer
The Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME-2), launched in Octo-
ber 2006 aboard MetOp-A, is a passive atmospheric sounding that mea-
sures the back scattered and reflected solar irradiance at the top of the at-
mosphere and earth-shine radiance in the nadir observation mode in the
UV and visible spectral range and decomposes it into its spectral com-
ponents [Callies et al., 2000; Munro et al., 2006.]. Total column densities
of O3, NO2 and other trace gases and the vertical profile of O3 are de-
termined from the measured data using their characteristic absorption
structures [Orphal et al., 2002]. Several geophysical quantities can also
be inferred from GOME-2 data such as cloud parameters, surface reflec-
tivity, and aerosol optical parameters [Munro et al., 2006.].
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The GOME-2 instrument (successor of GOME) is a four-channel grat-
ing spectrometermeasuring continuously in the 230 – 790 nm at a spectral
resolution of 0.24 to 0.53 nm. The spectral ranges and resolutions of each
channel of the GOME-2 spectrometer are listed in Table 4.2. A double
spectrometer design with a pre-disperser prism and a holographic grat-
ing are used to collect the light in four cooled silicon diode array detectors
(channels) each of 1024 pixels with a spectral sampling of 0.1 – 0.2 nm per
pixel. The pixel exposure time is chosen independently for each channel.
The GOME-2 spectrometer shows high stability and has a large dynamic
range that can easily measure very small absorption from 0.001 to 2 in
units of Optical Density (OD). An on-board calibration unit is included
for spectral and radiometric calibration and instrument monitoring dur-
ing flight. This unit contains a well isolated spectral line source (hollow
cathode lamp filled with a mixture of neon and argon) and a quartz tung-
sten halogen lamp (White Light Source, WLS) for a broad band contin-
uum. A detailed descriptions on the GOME-2 instrument can be found
in Callies et al. [2000].
Table 4.2: Spectral ranges and resolutions of each channel of the GOME-2 spec-
trometer.
Channels Spectral Range Spectral Resolution
1 240 – 315 nm 0.24 – 0.29 nm
2 311 – 403 nm 0.26 – 0.28 nm
3 401 – 600 nm 0.44 – 0.53 nm
4 590 – 790 nm 0.44 – 0.53 nm
4.3 Measurement Settings and Procedures
The ozone absorption cross section measurements were performed in
special facilities: SCIAMACHY at Fokker Space (Schiphol, The Nether-
lands) [TPD, 1999], and GOME-2 at TPD/TNO in Delft (The Nether-
lands) [TPD, 2005a]. Both spectrometers were maintained at in-flight
conditions in a stabilized cryo-vaccum tank and calibrated.
The FM campaigns were conducted using the Calibration Apparatus
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for Trace Gas Absorption Spectroscopy (CATGAS) setup connected to the
FM spectrometers during each instrument calibration phase prior to the
launch. The instrument was built by IUP/IFE at the University of Bremen
and has been used in previous campaigns [Burrows et al., 1998, 1999a].
The light from a stabilized high pressure Xenon lamp (Hamamatsu) tra-
versed the absorption cell by aWhite typemulti-path optics [White, 1942]
and directed to the spectrometers via optical fibers. The measurements
performed used a continuous flow of oxygen-ozone mixture. The gas
was passed from an oxygen bottle (5.0 purity) and separated into a gas
exchange unit (oxygen-ozone mixing unit) and an ozoniser where ozone
was produced by an electrical discharge in pure O2. From the ozoniser,
the ozonewas fed to the exchange unit. The oxygen-ozonemixture branch
was connected to the absorption cell. Afterwards, the gas mixture was
evacuated and ozone was destroyed by a hot platinum wire. The optical
path length was varied between 2.4 to 33.6m. Different combinations of
O3 concentrations and optical path-length (mixtures) were used to cover
the range of seven orders of magnitudes over which the absorption spec-
trum varies.
For GOME-2, modifications were made to the setup of previous FM
campaigns to improve the stability of measurements. The pressure was
controlled continuously by a pressure regulator to ensure pressure stabil-
ity (better than 1%) and continuous flow was used in all measurements
by using the gas exchange unit. This helped avoiding any deformation in
the vessel, optical windows or the mirrors arising from variations in the
gas flow pressure. Moreover, the broad-band light source was monitored
during the absorption measurements by integrating a flip mirror into the
optical system to correct for an effective light source drift. The modi-
fications significantly improved baseline (background intensity without
absorption) stability in the absorption measurements.
The detector pixel exposure times were optimized for each measure-
ment such that the obtained intensity was within the linear range of the
detector. The thermal stability during measurements was within ± 0.5K
and the accuracy of the absolute temperature values was ± 0.5K at 293K
and ± 4K at 203K for GOME-2 and ± 1K between the two temperatures
for SCIAMACHY.
The measurements were conducted for each gas mixture and temper-
ature (with constant pressure and continuous flow of oxygen) using the
following sequence:
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1. measurement of a reference spectrum without any ozone in the
CATGAS vessel, Iref (λ, t1)
2. measurement of an absorption spectrum with ozone in the vessel,
Iabs(λ, t2)
3. measurement of a second reference spectrum without ozone in the
CATGAS vessel, Iref (λ, t3)
The dark current spectrum of the detector was measured at an arbitrary
time by blocking the optical path to the spectrometers. This spectrum
was normalized to unit exposure time and could then be scaled to the
exposure time selected for each measurement.
The wavelength calibration and instrument slit function (line shape)
were determined independently during the on-ground characterization
and calibration campaigns [TPD, 1999, 2005b].
Detailed descriptions of the experimental setup andmeasurement pro-
cedures of the FM campaigns are presented in Bogumil et al. [2003], Gür
et al. [2005] and Gür [2006].
4.4 Re-analysis of SCIAMACHY FM and
GOME-2 FM3 Ozone Cross Sections
4.4.1 Data Reduction
Measurements of the cross section spectra are based on absorption spec-
troscopy, in which the intensity I(λ) of the light at wavelength λ transmit-
ted through an absorbing medium of number density (n, molecule/cm3)
inside a gas cell, is a function of temperature T, pressure P, the length of
the cell (l, cm), the absorption cross section of the absorbing medium (σ,
cm2/molecule) and the initial light intensity I0(λ) according to the Beer-
Lambert law:
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I = I0e
−σ·n·l (4.1)
In order to obtain accurate absorption cross section measurements,
precisely known number densities of the absorber volume throughwhich
the light beam tranversed, are required. The concentrations and optical
path lengths of the absorbing gas (n · l) in Eq. 4.1 were not measured as
ozone was contained in an oxygen mixture under continuous flow con-
ditions. The optical density (OD), the ratio of light intensities with and
without the gas absorber (OD = ln(I0/I)) was, therefore, scaled to abso-
lute cross section by referencing them to published literature data.
All recorded spectra were corrected for dark signal by subtracting the
dark current spectrum from the measured intensities. The baseline sta-
bility (a measure for lamp drift2) which is defined as the optical density
calculated from the reference intensities before and after the absorption
measurements, was found to be smaller than 1%.
The reference intensity corresponding to themeasured absorption spec-
trum at time t2 is obtained by linear interpolation of the reference inten-
sities before and after the absorption measurement as follows:
I0(λ, t2) =
t3 − t2
t3 − t1
·I0(λ, t1) +
t2 − t1
t3 − t1
·I0(λ, t3) (4.2)
The optical densities were derived for all absorption measurements at
the five different temperatures.
4.4.2 Manual concatenation
SCIAMACHY and GOME-2 full spectral range of absorption cross sec-
tion varies over seven orders of magnitudes. In order to cover this large
dynamical range a set of absorption measurements with different exper-
imental conditions (certain combinations of cell length and flow condi-
2Any drift in the light source output between reference and absorption measure-
ments appears as an additional broad-band absorber in the cross section spectra.
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tion) called "mixtures" were carried out to cover the entire UV, visible and
NIR (SCIAMACHY ) spectral regions. Each absorption measurement is
representative for a given O3 concentration and optical path length and
targets a specific region of the spectrum.
A single continuous absorption cross section in arbitrary optical den-
sity units covering the entire ozone wavelength range of each spectrom-
eter was obtained by gluing the useful parts of each absorption measure-
ment.
SCIAMACHY
Threemeasurement campaignswere performedwith the SCIAMACHY
spectrometer: "PI-Period" (October 1998), "Delta-PI-Period" (January 1999)
and "Delta2-PI-Period" (January 2000). The latter two campaigns were
conducted after the reconstruction and readjustment of channels 7 and 8
and the modifications introduced to reduce stray light in channel 1, re-
spectively. Two independent optical density (OD) spectra are calculated
for ozone from the absorption measurements for each temperature:
1. Delta2-PI-Period data (channel 1, 230 – 310 nm)
2. PI-Period data (channel 2 – 6, 310 – 1070 nm)
TheOD spectra calculated for each temperature fromdifferent campaigns
cannot be scaled to each other to produce a single spectrum. They need
to be scaled to absolute absorption cross section independently.
Three versions of SCIAMACHY ozone absorption cross section data
were produced, the last version contains corrections for the memory ef-
fect and baseline in channel 1. Therefore, a re-analysis of at least the
PI-Period data is required.
The absorption measurements performed during the PI-period cam-
paign used four different gas mixtures (trace gas concentrations) and par-
tial pressures targeting different wavelength ranges of the SCIAMACHY
spectral regions. The ozone optical density spectra calculated for the
channels 2 – 6 comprises of 4 partial spectra. Figure 4.5 shows the com-
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plete ozone OD spectra at 293K in the Huggins band (channel 2). For
each spectrum, the limited regions above the detection limit and below
saturation are useful for concatenation.
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Figure 4.5: SCIAMACHY’s spectra of optical density obtained from the four
absorption measurements "mixtures" in the Huggins band (channel 2)
at 293K, using different ozone concentrations and optical lengths. Only
the limited regions of each spectrum above the detection limit and below
saturation are useful for concatenation.
A single continuous absorption cross section in arbitrary optical den-
sity units covering the entire SCIAMACHY’s ozone wavelength range is
obtained by gluing the useful parts of each absorption measurement, an
example of concatenating the useful parts in the Huggins band is shown
in Fig. 4.6 where the useful parts (indicated in respective colors as in
Fig. 4.5) are glued together. This process is performed for each tempera-
ture profile.
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Figure 4.6: Full spectra of ozone optical density (channel 2) obtained by con-
catenating the useful parts of each absorption measurement as indicated
by different colors.
GOME-2
A single smooth and continuous optical density spectrum covering
the wavelength range of 230 – 790 nm (GOME-2 spectral range) can be
obtained by scaling the various spectra from different mixtures to a se-
lected starting OD spectrum. The scaling is derived in the overlapping
regions where both spectra are within the OD limits and is then applied
to the spectrum before gluing both spectra. The spectrum of "mixture
3" was chosen as a starting point which contains both parts of the Hug-
gins (UV) and Chappuis (visible) bands within the chosen optimal opti-
cal density range. A least square fit of the data in the overlapping region
between the neighbouring mixtures was used to define the scale of the
optical densities of the neighbouring mixtures. The standard deviations
were used as weights in the fits. The manual concatenation is illustrated
in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8.
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Figure 4.7: GOME-2 spectra of optical density obtained from the absorption
measurements "mixture 3" (red) and "mixture 4" (blue) in the Huggins
band (channel 2) at 293K using different ozone concentrations and optical
lengths. Only the partial spectra in the shaded area (0.1 ≤ OD ≤ 1.5) are
usable for scaling.
Figure 4.7 shows the complete original OD spectra of mixtures 3 (red)
and 4 (blue) in the Huggins band (channel 2) at 293K. Only very lim-
ited regions of each spectrum are useful, as in most parts saturation is
present below 320 nm, in the region around 350 nm the signal is close to
or below the detection limit. The part of the spectra that fall within the
optical density range 0.1 ≤ OD ≤ 1.5 (shaded area) where the pixel ex-
posure is expected to be linear, and the mixture’s data lying within 1-2%
of statistical dispersion of repeated measurements are chosen for man-
ual concatenation. In some cases OD values up to 2.5 were permitted if
no other mixtures are available. The useful sections of both spectra are
termed as partial spectra and shown in the shaded area.
Figure 4.8 shows the partial spectra that are used in concatenation,
the red spectrum is held fixed and the blue is scaled relative to it. An
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Figure 4.8: Concatenated partial spectrum after the spectrum of "mixture 4"
was scaled to "mixture 3". The overlap region, indicated by the grey area,
is used to determine the scaling factor. The fit residuals from linear fitting
between the scaled spectrum of "mixture 4" (blue dotted) and "mixture 3"
in the overlap region are shown in the inlet.
overlapping region between the partial spectra is first defined, the wave-
length range 328 and 342 nm (grey area) is found to de the optimal over-
lapping region. A least square fit is then applied to data of the adjacent
partial spectra in the overlapping region to determine a scaling factor.
Therefore the scaling of the partial spectrum of "mixture 4" to "mixture 3"
is performed by applying the scaling factor, the scaled spectrum is dis-
played as blue dotted line. The agreement between the optical densities
of the two measurements after scaling is verified with the relative differ-
ence (in percent) between the measurements in the overlap region, the
inlet shows that the typical values obtained are within ± 1%.
In the same fashion the other mixtures are successively concatenated
to obtain at the end the full, but arbitrarily scaled, optical density spec-
trum (Fig. 4.9).
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Figure 4.9: Final concatenated optical density spectrum at 293K.
4.4.3 Absolute Scaling
The OD spectra are relative cross sections. The O3 concentrations and
optical path lengths (n · l in Eq. 4.1) cannot be determined in the gas flow
setup used here, thus the OD spectra have to be scaled to absolute cross
section using published literature data: BMD [Brion et al., 1993, 1998;
Malicet et al., 1995; Daumont et al., 1992] and Bass and Paur [Bass and
Paur, 1985; Paur and Bass, 1985].
These literature cross sections are convenient for scaling since they
are measurements of absolute O3 cross sections, cover the temperature
range at which our absorption measurements were conducted and they
are available at high spectral resolution that were smoothed to each spec-
trometer’s resolution by convolving them with the wavelength depen-
dent slit function of each spectrometer.
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SCIAMACHY
The concatenated absorption cross section spectra for each tempera-
ture were scaled to absolute absorption cross section using Bass and Paur
cross section data [Bass and Paur, 1985; Paur and Bass, 1985]. The Bass
Paur datawere convolvedwith thewavelength dependent SCIAMACHY
slit function varying from about 0.2 nm to 0.4 nm. The instrument slit
function varies in channel 2 and was determined by matching a high res-
olution solar spectrum, measured with the Fourier transform spectrome-
ter at the McMath solar telescope at Kitt Peak, Arizona [Kurucz, 1995], to
the SCIAMACHY measured solar spectrum in a non-linear least squares
fit. This is particularly important in the Huggins band with strong dif-
ferential features which smooth out at lower spectral resolution. The OD
spectra are scaled directly in the 312 – 335 nm range to the convolved
Bass Paur data for each temperature.
Figure 4.10 shows SCIAMACHY’s temperature dependent cross sec-
tion spectra in absolute units displaying the Hartley, Huggins, Chappuis
and Wulf bands.
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Figure 4.10: Revised temperature dependent ozone absorption cross section
spectra measured with SCIAMACHY spectrometer (230 – 1070 nm).
The cross section data cover the Hartley, Huggins, Chappuis and the
Wulf bands and were recorded at 203K, 223K, 243K, 273K and 293K.
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GOME-2
The optical density spectra at a given temperature need to be scaled to
absolute absorption cross section values according to BMD and Bass-Paur
datasets. The O3 cross sections at high spectral resolution are smoothed
to GOME-2 spectral resolution by convolving them with the wavelength
dependent GOME-2 instrumental slit function. The slit function shape
was characterized at a sub-pixel resolution independently for each spec-
trometer using a slit function stimulus during the on-ground calibration
and characterization campaign [TPD, 2005b; Siddans et al., 2006].
The absolute scaling of the OD spectra was performed according to
the following procedure:
• The OD spectra were first placed on the correct relative temperature
dependence by normalizing them to unit integrated optical density
of the electronic band.
• A scaling factor was determined between the five optical densities
of GOME-2 spectra and the absolute cross section of the literature
data at selected wavelengths from the Hartley, Huggins and the
Chappuis bands.
• A single scaling factor was calculated as the weighted average of
the scaling factors obtained from selected individual wavelengths.
All OD spectra were scaled at once preserving the correct temperature
dependence, Fig. 4.11 shows the temperature profiles spectra of GOME-2
displaying the Hartley, Huggins, and Chappuis bands in absolute units.
4.5 Evaluation of the Re-analysis
SCIAMACHY
Direct comparison in the Huggins band (DOAS spectral window) be-
tween the cross section obtained in this work at 223K (blue spectrum)
and Bogumil et al. [2003] (black dotted spectrum) SCIAMACHY FM (ver-
sion 3) as well as literature data is displayed in Fig. 4.12.
The comparison show a clear difference, the amplitudes between ab-
sorption maxima and minima (absorption structures) in the DOAS win-
dow of the revised data in the 315 - 340 nm region are larger than that
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Figure 4.11: Revised temperature dependent ozone absorption cross section
spectra measured with GOME-2 spectrometer (230 – 790 nm). The cross
section data cover the Hartley, Huggins and the Chappuis bands and
were recorded at 203K, 223K, 243K, 273K and 293K.
in the Bogumil et al. [2003] data (smaller cross section values of the ab-
sorption minima) and agree better with literature data convolved with
the appropriate SCIAMACHY slit function.
On the other hand, the revised FMdata shows the correct temperature
dependence in the Chappuis band (Fig. 4.13).
The improvements are due to the procedures followed to correct the
ozone cross sections. The major improvements in this study were that
different raw measurements were used to derive the relative cross sec-
tion (OD) spectra, the concatenation uses different segments of the useful
parts as compared to earlier analysis and finally, the literature data were
properly convolved to SCIAMACHY spectral resolution before scaling
the unit-less concatenated cross section spectra. This modification cor-
rects the discrepancies seen in the SCIAMACHY total ozone retrieval (see
Section 5.4).
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Figure 4.12: Comparison between Bogumil et al. [2003] version 3 (black dotted
spectrum), revised data in red, Bass Paur in green and BMD in blue in
the Huggins band (DOAS region). The amplitudes of the Bogumil et al.
[2003] data are smaller compared to Bass Paur, BMD and revised data.
The lower sub-panels show the difference relative to Bogumil et al. [2003]
data.
GOME-2
A new procedure is used in the manual concatenation in which the
neighbouring measurements are scaled to each other in the overlap re-
gion according to:
OD2 = a ·OD1+b (4.3)
Equation 4.3 represents the best approach for scaling between two
independent measurements and allows the corrections for some back-
ground intensity ("baseline or zero absorption level"). In the GOME-2
FM3 Version 3 data [Gür et al., 2005; Gür, 2006] mean spectral ratios were
used which corresponds to a fit to Eq. 4.3 with b = 0.
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Figure 4.13: Left: Revised temperature dependent SCIAMACHY FM ozone
absorption cross section spectra in the Chappuis band. Right: SCIA-
MACHY FM version 3. The revised spectra preserve the correct temper-
ature dependence.
The concatenated optical density spectrum normalized to unit inte-
grated optical density of the electronic band obtained from this approach,
is larger as compared to the spectrum reported in Gür et al. [2005] and
Gür [2006]. Figure 4.14 shows the OD spectra in the Hartley and Hug-
gins band obtained from both approaches at 273K.
The lower inlet shows the comparisons in the Hartley band, the re-
vised FM3 (red spectrum) is clearly larger than that of version 3 data
(blue) and the relative difference is within 2%. In the Huggins band (up-
per inlet) the relative difference between the normalised spectra reach 4
– 6%.
Gür et al. [2005] and Gür [2006] reported that the scaling factor calcu-
lated at 334 nm (Huggins band) deviates 8% from the mean factor used
to absolutely scale the relative OD spectra. This value like other wave-
lengths in the Huggins band was not used in the analysis of FM3 version
3 data. This resulted in absorption cross section values that are smaller
in the Huggins band ultimately leading to an overestimation of the re-
trieved ozone, this can be clearly seen in the upper inlet of Fig. 4.14 .
In the re-analysis, more wavelengths in the Huggins band are used
and the scaling factors at each of the selected wavelength now agree
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Figure 4.14: Comparison between the 273K OD spectrum reported in Gür et al.
[2005] and Gür [2006] (red) and the newly concatenated (blue). The
inlets are zooming-in into the 230 – 280 nm and 320 – 340 nm spectral
regions of the Hartley and Huggins bands respectively with lower sub-
panels showing the relative difference between the spectra.
within 0.5%. Figure 4.15 shows that revised data in the DOAS retrieval
window in the Huggins band at 225K is higher compared to version 3
and close to the literature data. Our new approach reduced the devia-
tions in the Huggins and, therefore, improved the total ozone retrieval
(see Section 5.4).
Another important change from prior analysis of the GOME-2 FM
was that the overlapping regions for scaling the various mixtures were
made wider, if possible within the OD limit, to further improve the con-
catenation.
The new analysis also improved the temperature dependence of the
absorption spectra for both satellites, these improvments together with
other quality assessment of the revised data are introduced in the next
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Figure 4.15: Comparison between the GOME-2 FM3 version 3 data (black dot-
ted spectrum), revised data (blue) and the literature data convolved to
GOME-2 slit function in the Huggins band (DOAS region) at 225K.
The amplitudes of the version 3 data from Gür et al. [2005] and Gür
[2006] are smaller compared to the literature and revised data.
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Chapter 5
Validation of the Revised Cross
Section Spectra and Application in
Satellite Retrievals
This chapter presents the revised ozone temperature dependent absorp-
tionmeasurements performedwith the SCIAMACHY andGOME-2 satel-
lite spectrometers and conducted at five temperatures 203K, 223K, 243K,
273K, and 293K. An extensive analysis of the data is performed by com-
paring them to high spectral resolution measurements available in the
literature data base, as well as the last versions of the FM measurements
in order to assess their quality and to validate whether the revised data
are appropriate for atmospheric remote sensing. The comparisons were
carried out at single wavelengths and over broad spectral regions with
1Part of this chapter is published in:
Chehade, W., Gür, B., Spietz, P., Gorshelev, V., Serdyuchenko, A., Burrows, J. P., and
Weber, M., Temperature dependent ozone absorption cross section spectra measured
with the GOME-2 FM3 spectrometer and first application in satellite retrievals, Atmos.
Meas. Tech., 6, 7, 1623–1632, doi:10.5194/amt-6-1623-2013, http://www.atmos-meas-
tech.net/6/1623/2013/, 2013.
Chehade, W., Gorshelev, V. Serdyuchenko, A. Burrows, J. P. andWeber, M., Revised tem-
perature dependent ozone absorption cross section spectra (Bogumil et al.) measured
with the SCIAMACHY satellite spectrometer, Atmos. Meas. Tech., 6, 11, 3055–3065,
doi:10.5194/amt-6-3055-2013, http://www.atmos-meas-tech.net/6/3055/2013/, 2013.
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an emphasis on the total ozone retrieval spectral window (325 – 335 nm)
in the Huggins band taking into account the influence of spectral res-
olution and wavelength accuracy on the cross sections. Finally, the re-
vised spectra are tested in the total ozone retrieval. The next section
presents the absorption cross sections in the different spectral regions:
Hartley, Huggins, Chappuis and Wulf bands and discusses the temper-
ature dependence of each band. Section 2 shows the different compar-
isons performed: at ten selected single wavelengths corresponding to Hg
lamp and He–Ne laser lines located in the Hartley and Chappuis band at
room temperature, integrated absorption cross sections at different tem-
peratures and the different bands and comparisons between modelled
and measured cross sections in the Huggins band. Section 3 presents
the non-linear square fit and the results obtained in the DOAS retrieval
window. The last section presents total ozone column algorithm and re-
trievals from SCIAMACHY and GOME-2 observations using the revised
SCIAMACHY FM and GOME-2 FM3 ozone cross section data compared
to the reference retrieval.
5.1 Absorption Cross Sections
The accuracy of the cross sections and their correct temperature depen-
dence in the different absorption bands must be considered in the ozone
retrieval from atmospheric observations (e.g. Weber et al. [2005]). The
total ozone is retrieved from nadir viewing instruments in the Huggins
band (325 – 335 nm) as well as the larger spectral range 275 – 340 nm for
profile retrieval. The visible range of the Chappuis band 450 – 600 nm is
used in DOAS and SAOZ (Système d’Analyse par Observation Zénithale)
measurements from the ground [Hendrick et al., 2011]. The tempera-
ture dependence in the Huggins ozone band is particularly valuable to
improve the determination of tropospheric ozone from profile retrieval
[Chance et al., 1997]. Ozone temperature dependent absorption cross
sections are also required in determination of other trace gases by differ-
ential technique after subtracting the ozone contribution [Burrows et al.,
1995]. On the other hand, the ozone profiles derived from SCIAMACHY
limb measurements use a mixture of information from the Hartley, Hug-
gins, and Chappuis bands, good consistency among the bands is needed.
This section presents the final GOME-2 FM3 and SCIAMACHY FM
ozone absorption cross section spectra and investigates the temperature
dependence of the cross section spectra in the different bands by compar-
ison to literature data.
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Hartley Band
Hartley band is the strong broad continuum extending from 200 to
310 nm and peaks at 255 nm. The smooth shape of the band is due to
the fast photo-dissociation of ozone in the upper electronic band. Weak
vibrational structures lay on top of the broad band.
In this study, the cross sections (Figs 5.1 and 5.2) show a weak tem-
perature effect. A slight decrease in the cross section values in the 240 –
260 nm range is observed when temperature rises. Above 260 nm (inver-
sion point) the cross sections increase. The temperature variations and
the inversion point were observed to be in good agreement with other
laboratory measurements.
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Figure 5.1: Revised SCIAMACHY FM temperature dependent absorption cross
section spectra in the Hartley band.
At the the mercury line wavelength (253.65 nm), the GOME-2 cross
sections decrease 1.5% for a temperature rise from 203K to 293K while
SCIAMACHY’s spectra show evenweaker temperature dependence (0.1%
). This variation in GOME-2 data is in good agreement with the value
(1.6%) found by Burrows et al. [1999a] and comparable to the values of
about 1% reported by Molina and Molina [1986], Bass Paur and BMD for
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Figure 5.2: Revised GOME-2 FM3 temperature dependent absorption cross sec-
tion spectra in the Hartley band.
temperature change from low temperatures (218 – 226K) to room tem-
perature.
Huggins Band
The Huggins band (310 – 380 nm) is characterized by discrete absorp-
tion structures. The temperature effect is very strong and the cross sec-
tion increases as the temperature increases. The ozone retrieval in the
Huggins band from nadir viewing instruments like GOME-2 and SCIA-
MACHY requires accurate temperature dependence of the ozone cross
sections.
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the total ozone retrieval window between
325 and 335 nm (DOAS window), where strong variations in the cross
sections are observed specially in the region between the absorption peaks
with a shift towards higher wavelengths as the temperature increase, in
good agreement with previous measurements. The magnitude of the
variations depends on the spectral resolution of the instrument. The tem-
perature dependence in the Huggins band is explained by changes in the
rotational and vibrational distributions in the electronic ground state.
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Figure 5.3: Revised SCIAMACHY FM temperature dependent absorption cross
section spectra in the Huggins band.
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Figure 5.4: Revised GOME-2 FM3 temperature dependent absorption cross sec-
tion spectra in the Huggins band.
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Chappuis band
The Chappuis band is a broad continuum extending from 380 to 680 nm
with vibrational structures due to the interactions of two excited elec-
tronic states. The GOME-2 FM3 and SCIAMACHY FM data are generally
in good agreement with literature data.
The cross sections (Figs. 5.7 and 5.6) increase with increasing tem-
perature below 560 – 565 nm and above 610 – 620 nm (inversions points),
between the inversion points the temperature effect is the opposite. At
the maximum absorption peak (602.4 nm), an increase of 0.7% and 0.5%
in the cross section values is observed when the temperature drops from
293 to 203K in SCIAMACHY FM and GOME-2 FM3 data, respectively.
This variation is in good agreement with values reported in Burkholder
and Talukdar [1994] as well as Brion et al. [1998].
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Figure 5.5: Revised SCIAMACHY FM temperature dependent absorption cross
section spectra in the Chappuis band.
Wulf band
TheWulf absorption band is beyond 700 nm in the near-infrared spec-
tral region and consists of a continuum extended from the visible region
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Figure 5.6: Revised GOME-2 FM3 temperature dependent absorption cross sec-
tion spectra in the Chappuis band.
with a series of peaks superimposed on it. The band shows weak struc-
tured absorptions as the visible and near-IR contributions to ozone elec-
tronic spectrum are weak compared to the Hartley band (five orders of
magnitude), but remain significant in the atmospheric window region,
beyond 1050 nm ozone absorption decreases drastically. This region con-
tains an absorption band of oxygen around 762 nm, which is visible since
the measurements were conducted in an oxygen/ozone mixture.
A precise knowledge of the ozone absorption spectrum in this re-
gion is required for the ozone retrieval in limb and occultation exper-
iments. Moreover, ozone is an interfering species and its pronounced
structures should taken into account with the atmospheric trace gas ab-
sorption structures and aerosol measurements. The oxygen A-band is
used for cloud detection and determination of cloud properties [Kuze
and Chance, 1994; Kurosu et al., 2001], while water vapour is retrieved in
the 930 – 950 nm spectral window [Chu andMcCormick, 1979; Chu et al.,
1989].
In this region the the absorption cross section decreases as the tem-
perature drops due to the shift of the population distributions into the
first rotational levels and just above the dissociation limit of the ground
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state of the O3 molecules. The peaks of the absorption cross section in-
crease as the temperature drops since the population concentrates to the
first rotational levels around its ground state resulting in narrowing line
shape of absorption. The temperature dependence of the Wulf band is in
good agreement with the new high spectral resolution cross section data
measured in our laboratory [Serdyuchenko et al., 2011, 2013; Gorshelev
et al., 2013].
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Figure 5.7: Revised SCIAMACHY FM temperature dependent absorption cross
section spectra in the Wulf band.
5.2 Comparisons with Literature Data
To investigate the quality of the revised cross section data, they are com-
pared with published literature data: BMD [Brion et al., 1993, 1998; Mal-
icet et al., 1995; Daumont et al., 1992], Bass Paur (BP) [Bass and Paur, 1985;
Paur and Bass, 1985], GOME FM [Burrows et al., 1999a] and Burkholder
and Talukdar [Burkholder and Talukdar, 1994] data aswell as SCIAMACHY
FM version 3 data [Bogumil et al., 2003] and GOME-2 FM3 version 3
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data [Gür et al., 2005; Gür, 2006]. The comparisons are performed at sin-
gle wavelengths and over broad wavelength intervals highlighting the
Hartlley, Huggins and Chappuis bands where ozone is most commonly
retrieved from nadir and limb viewing instruments and cross sections
changes rapidly with temperature andwavelength. The comparisons fol-
low the procedures performed in the ESA study by Orphal [2002] and
also summarised in Orphal [2003].
5.2.1 Comparisons at Hg Lamp and He-Ne Laser Lines
at Room Temperature
The revised GOME-2 FM3 and SCIAMACHY FMdata were directly com-
pared to available literature data of absolute absorption cross sections at
room temperature and at ten single wavelengths. The selected wave-
lengths correspond to the Hg lamp and He-Ne laser lines and are located
in the Hartley and Chappuis bands where the effects of temperature,
wavelength calibration and spectral resolution are weak. The results are
summarized in Table 5.1.
As shown in the table, the FM3 data at the selected wavelengths agree
well with the high resolution absolute measurement data BMD and Bass-
Paur as well as Burrows data. At the Hg line (253.65 nm), the mean value
is 1141 × 10-20 cm2.molecule and the literature values agree with each
other within 2.3%. The mean value is in excellent agreement with the
revised GOME-2 FM3 value which is now 2.2% higher compared to the
value reported in Gür et al. [2005] and Gür [2006]. The FM3 cross sec-
tion values in the Chappuis band show high degree of consistency when
compared to BMD and GOME FM. The agreement between FM3 and
Burkholder and Talukdar [1994] data is slightly worse.
The cross section values of the revised SCIAMACHY FM data did not
show any change in theHartley band since the re-analysis did not include
scaling the Delta2-PI-Period data since it was already corrected. The val-
ues of the revised SCIAMACHY FM cross-section data in the Chappuis
band agree very well with the mean values as well as BMD.
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Table 5.1: Comparison of revised SCIAMACHY FM and GOME-2 FM3 ozone
cross sections with literature data at ten selected wavelengths at room tem-
perature. The absorption cross sections are given in units of 10-20 cm2, the
second column indicates the mean from all available literature data at 298±
5K provided by the ESA study [Orphal, 2002].
λ [nm] Mean value Bass Paur BMD Molina Burk. Tal. GOME FM SCIAMACHY FM V3 Revised FM GOME-2 FM3 V3 Revised FM3
253.65 1141± 0.9% 1145 1130.5 1157 – 1150 1145 1145 1117 1141.1
289.36 149± 2.0% 150 151 154 – 151 151 151 150 152.9
296.73 60.3± 1.6% 60.7 61.5 62.3 – 61 61.4 61.4 60 61.4
302.15 29.2± 1.8% 29.4 29.80 30.1 – 29.9 29.8 29.8 29.5 29.8
543.52 0.0314± 1.3% – 0.0312 – 0.0308 0.0317 0.0315 0.0321 0.0311 0.0313
576.96 0.0477± 0.8% – 0.0477 – 0.0469 0.0483 0.0484 0.0488 0.0478 0.0479
594.10 0.0470± 1.2% – 0.0468 – 0.0464 0.0476 0.0473 0.0476 0.0468 0.0470
604.61 0.0522± 1.0% – 0.0518 – 0.0509 0.0524 0.0526 0.0529 0.0518 0.0520
611.97 0.0466± 0.7% – 0.0463 – 0.0453 0.0469 0.0469 0.0473 0.0468 0.0464
632.82 0.0346± 1.2% – 0.0339 – 0.0335 0.0350 0.0349 0.0352 0.0342 0.0343
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5.2.2 Integrated Cross Sections at Different
Temperatures
The integrated absorption cross section is insensitive to differences in
wavelength calibrations and spectral resolution and therefore can be used
as a tool to evaluate the quality of the new data in the different bands.
The integrated absorption cross sections over an electronic band unity
depend on the number of molecules in the lower state and the transition
probability [Burrows et al., 1999a]. Cross sections are integrated over the
regions:
• Hartley and Huggins bands between 245 and 340 nm.
• Huggins band between 325 and 340 nm.
• Chappuis band between 410 and 690 nm.
and compared with literature data as presented in Tables 5.2, 5.3 and
5.4.
The proposed regions are defined hereby the spectral limits and qual-
ity of considered datasets rather than the real band boundaries. More-
over, bands are overlapped (e.g. the high-energy tail of the Huggins band
continuously goes over into the Hartley band system). Separation of the
Wulf-Chappuis and Huggins-Hartley bands probably can be achieved by
subtracting a bell-shaped functions from the spectrum. However, correct
computation of the shape function is a very challenging task whereas any
numerical assumption affects the accuracy.
Because of the large dynamic range of the cross section, main contri-
bution in integration is due to the strongest part of the spectrum. There-
fore, the comparison of integrated cross sections reflects mainly uncer-
tainty of the cross sections on the top of the bands. However, the method
can be used for rough analysis of agreement between broadband data
with different spectral resolutions.
The values of the revised GOME-2 FM3 and SCIAMACHY FM inte-
grated cross-section data in the different bands agree very well with the
mean values as well as BMD and Bass Paur. Integrated cross-sections in
Hartley band agree within 1% or better for all considered datasets.
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Table 5.2: Comparison of integrated cross sections in the Hartley and Huggins
bands (245 – 340 nm) in units of 10-16 cm2nm/molecule , the second col-
umn indicates the mean from all available literature [Orphal, 2002].
Temperature [K] Mean value Bass Paur BMD GOME FM SCIAMACHY FM V3 Revised FM GOME-2 FM3 V3 Revised FM3
203 3.53± 1.2% 3.52 – 3.56 3.56 3.53 3.52 3.55
223 3.53± 1.1% 3.53 3.50 3.56 3.56 3.53 3.52 3.55
243 3.54± 1.1% 3.54 3.50 3.58 3.56 3.55 3.52 3.55
273 3.55± 1.0% 3.54 – 3.58 3.56 3.55 3.52 3.55
293 3.55± 0.6% 3.55 3.52 3.57 3.55 3.56 3.52 3.55
Table 5.3: Comparison of integrated cross sections in the Huggins band (325 –
340 nm) in units of 10-20 cm2nm/molecule , the second column indicates
the mean from all available literature [Orphal, 2002].
Temperature [K] Mean value Bass Paur BMD GOME FM SCIAMACHY FM V3 Revised FM GOME-2 FM3 V3 Revised FM3
203 5.64± 1.6% 5.44 – 5.93 5.44 5.19 5.70 5.72
223 5.89± 3.3% 5.70 5.65 6.16 5.96 5.69 5.77 5.95
243 6.30± 1.8% 6.21 6.23 6.41 6.46 6.28 6.29 6.39
273 7.42± 2.9% 7.27 7.16 7.73 7.51 7.23 7.19 7.36
293 8.30± 0.7% 8.20 8.32 8.36 8.33 8.13 8.20 8.18
Table 5.4: Comparison of integrated cross sections in the Chappuis band (410 –
690 nm) in units of 10-19 cm2nm/molecule , the second column indicates
the mean from all available literature [Orphal, 2002].
Temperature [K] Mean value BMD GOME FM Burk. and Taluk. SCIAMACHY FM V3 Revised FM GOME-2 FM3 V3 Revised FM3
203 6.48± 1.6% – 6.62 – 6.42 6.40 6.64 6.28
223 6.354± 2.4% – 6.55 6.15 6.33 6.43 6.33 6.30
243 6.35± 1.7% – 6.44 6.17 6.36 6.44 6.54 6.29
273 6.44± 2.3% – 6.58 6.20 6.43 6.45 6.55 6.33
293 6.38± 1.6% – 6.45 6.21 6.41 6.48 6.36 6.34 84
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In the Huggins band, the agreement between datasets is within 3%,
the revised data deviate from the mean values by about 1 – 3% but within
the reported standard deviations. The revised SCIAMACHY integrated
Huggins band are smaller than the values presented in Bogumil et al.
[2003] version 3 data as the new concatenation produced bigger absorp-
tion structures (deeper minimas) as seen in Fig. 4.12. On the other hand,
integrated revised GOME-2 FM3 are bigger than the values determined
from Gür et al. [2005] and Gür [2006] version 3 data due to the modified
concatenation that resulted in larger OD spectra in the Huggins band as
displayed in Fig. 4.14. In the Chappuis band, the datasets agree within
3%.
The results show a clear systematic temperature dependency in the
Huggins band and none in the other bands.
5.2.3 Temperature Parametrizations and Smoothness
Comparisons
The quadratic temperature parametrization of the cross section data ap-
proximates the cross-section at any temperatures as follows:
σ(λ, T ) = ao(λ)[1 + a1(λ) · T + a2(λ) · T
2] (5.1)
This parametrization empirically describes the dependence of the cross
sections on the temperature as a second order polynomial and this can
be used to interpolate between temperatures. The parametrization, also
termed as Bass-Paur, is used in the radiation transfer model as part of the
total ozone retrieval (see Section 5.4).
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the fitted quadratic temperature coefficients
(a1(λ) and a2(λ)) of the revised data together with that of other literature
data smoothed to each spectrometer’s spectral resolution. The compari-
son between the temperature coefficients of the different data is a good
tool to examine the difference between them.
The first quadratic temperature coefficients (a1(λ)) of the different
data are presented in the upper panel. For GOME-2, the coefficient dis-
played in black, agree very well Bass Paur and GOME FM data especially
in the DOAS retrieval window indicated by the shaded area, BMD coef-
ficient values are slightly higher. Larger differences are observed for Gür
et al. [2005] and Gür [2006] version 3 data. The coefficient of revised
SCIAMACHY agrees with the other data better than version 3 data.
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Figure 5.8: Quadratic temperature coefficients in Eq. 5.1 of revised SCIA-
MACHY FM (black), version 3 (red) and literature data (BP in
green and BMD in blue) convolved to the spectrometer slit function,
Scia.plus53.shift8 is Bogumil et al. [2003] data with a differential scal-
ing of +5.3% and shift of 0.08 nm used in the current standard retrieval.
Upper panel a1(λ), lower panel a2(λ). The grey shaded area is the classical
DOAS window.
Figure 5.9: Quadratic temperature coefficients for GOME-2 FM3 ozone absorp-
tion spectra and literature data analogous to Fig. 5.8, GOME FM con-
volved with GOME-2 slit function is used in the current standard re-
trieval.
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The second temperature coefficients (a2(λ)) generally do not match
well except the excellent agreement between GOME-2 and GOME FM as
well Bass Paur.
The smoothness of the temperature behaviour of the absorption cross
sections is another mean to study the quality of the data, the revised data
are tested regarding the deviations from the quadratic parametrization
(Eq. 5.1). Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the temperature dependence of the
revised SCIAMACHY and GOME-2 (in solid and dotted lines) in com-
parison with the measured absorption (solid and unfilled circles) cross
sections at an absorption maximum (328 nm) and minimum (330 nm) in
the DOAS retrieval window. The revised data (in black) are closer to
the literature data. The amplitudes of the absorption structures of SCIA-
MACHY data are now bigger for temperatures 203K, 223K, 243K and
273K, while GOME-2 data at both maxima and minima are scaled up.
This has a direct influence on the total ozone retrieval.
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Figure 5.10: Measured and modelled (according to Eq. 5.1) absorption cross sec-
tions for SCIAMACHY FM ozone absorption spectra (revised in black
and the latest version available in red) and literature data (BP in green
and BMD in blue) convolved to the spectrometer slit function (lines) at
328 and 330 nm in the upper sub-panels. The relative differences between
both measured and modelled cross sections are shown in the inlet.
The differences between the measured and modelled cross sections
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Figure 5.11: Measured and modelled ozone absorption spectra for GOME-2
analogous to Fig. 5.10.
are displayed in the inlets, typical values are within 2%, the deviations
from the Bass-Paur temperature dependence of the revised SCIAMACHY
data is similar to Bogumil et al. [2003] data while for GOME-2, the devi-
ations get smaller.
5.3 Comparisons in DOAS Retrieval Window
The absolute accuracy of the ozone cross section and wavelength calibra-
tion are crucial in improving the quality of the retrieved ozone amounts
and reducing the ozone fit residuals2. A more quantitative and direct
comparison between the revised FMdata and the high spectral resolution
data (BMD and Bass Paur) cannot be performed in the Huggins band,
due the strong sensitivity of the Huggins band to differences in spec-
tral resolution and wavelength calibration of the data. To minimize the
2Ozone fit residuals are the root mean square of the difference between the mea-
sured and modelled nadir radiance used in the ozone retrieval algorithm.
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effects of differences in wavelength calibrations, baseline drifts and spec-
tral resolutions, a non-linear least square fit is applied to match the high
resolution cross sections, like Bass Paur and BMD, to SCIAMACHY and
GOME-2 data. From this DOAS type fit a (differential) scaling factor and
wavelength shift can be determined that can be directly translated into
expected changes in retrieved total ozone. The fitting program is well
explained in Weber et al. [2011] and retrieves six parameters:
• a scaling factor to adjust the amplitude of the differential absorption
structures of the cross sections (one parameter: c0).
• a wavelength shift to correct for differences in the wavelength cali-
brations (one parameter: c1).
• a cubic polynomial to account for baseline drifts (four parameters :
c2 to c5, differential fit).
For this fitting, a Marquardt-Levenberg non-linear least squares estima-
tion is applied to match the reference spectra fref (λ) to the lower spectral
resolution cross section spectrum f(λ) as follows:
f(λ) = c0 · fref (λ− c1) +
3∑
i=0
c2+i · λ
i (5.2)
where λ is the wavelength and ci are fitting coefficients.
Before comparing, the literature data were smoothed to each spec-
trometer spectral resolution by convolving them with the wavelength
dependent slit function. The comparisons were made in the DOAS re-
trieval window (326.6 – 334.5 nm) at 225 and 240K. The cross sections at
the selected temperatures are calculated using the Bass-Paur temperature
parametrization (Eq. 5.1).
SCIAMACHY revised data is compared to BMD, Bass Paur and SCIA-
MACHY FM version 3 data [Bogumil et al., 2003]. For GOME-2, the data
compared are BMD, Bass Paur, GOME FM and FM3 version 3 data [Gür
et al., 2005; Gür, 2006]. GOME FM is first deconvolved with GOME slit
function and the de-convolved spectra are convolved with the GOME-
2 slit function. Sample fits are shown in Figs. 5.12, 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15,
the top graph shows the reviswd FM and the reference data to be com-
pared, in the bottom graph the fitted revised FM data (scaled and shifted)
is plotted with the reference spectra together with the residuals between
them and the retrieved baseline polynomial. The results are summarized
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in Tables 5.5 and 5.6.
In order to match the literature data, the calculated wavelength shifts
and scaling factors, both definedwith respect to the reference data, should
be applied to the revised FM cross sections. There is a high degree of con-
sistency between the high spectral resolution data and the revised SCIA-
MACHY FM data, the differential scaling factors are below 0.5%, The
differential scaling factors between the Bogumil et al. [2003] data and
the revised data are 3 to 4%. Changing the absorption cross section by
a differential scaling factor of +1% results in a 1% decrease in the total
retrieved column. The scaling factors (ratios) determined here are consis-
tent with the differences in the retrieved total ozone amounts reported in
Eskes et al. [2005].
The wavelength shifts and scaling coefficients listed in Table 5.6 are
such that they need to be applied to the GOME FM3 cross sections in
order to match the other data. The scaling factors for GOME-2 FM3 are
better than 3%. Tomatch Burrows et al. [1999a] data, the FM3 data should
be scaled by about +1%, while a 2 – 3% scaling factor (depending on tem-
perature) is required to match BMD and Bass Paur data. On the other
hand, the comparison of revised FM3 data with the version 3 data shows
an increase in the scaling of 7 to 8% comparison, the increase obtained for
the revised GOME-2 FM3 is consistent to the values presented in Fig. 4.14
and consistent with the overestimation in the retrieved total ozone col-
umn [Weber et al., 2011].
Table 5.5: Direct comparison of SCIAMACHY FM revised data to literature
data using a non-linear least square fitting program in the DOAS fitting
window (325 - 335). The scaling factor and wavelength shifts indicated in
bold are the one that should be applied to the revised SCIAMACHY data in
order to match the reference data.
Bass Paur BMD SCIAMACHY FM V3
shift ratio shift ratio shift ratio
225K -0.014 1.00 0.009 1.00 – 1.033
240K -0.012 1.002 0.008 1.005 – 1.035
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Figure 5.12: Non-linear square fit comparison for SCIAMACHY revised FM
data with Bogumil et al. [2003] version 3 data in the DOAS fitting win-
dow (326.6 – 334.5 nm). Top: SCIAMACHY FM revised data in red
with Bogumil et al. [2003] version 3 data in blue (reference) at 225K.
Bottom: The fitted revised SCIAMACHY FM data (scaled and shifted)
and Bogumil et al. [2003] data together with the residuals (orange) and
the retrieved baseline polynomial (green) both shifted vertically for clar-
ity.
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Figure 5.13: Non-linear square fit comparison for SCIAMACHY revised FM
data with BP data in the DOAS fitting window (326.6 – 334.5 nm) at
225K analogous to Figs. 5.12.
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Figure 5.14: Non-linear square fit comparison for for GOME-2 revised data
with GOME-2 FM3 version 3 data in the DOAS fitting window (326.6
– 334.5 nm) at 240K. Top: GOME-2 FM3 revised data in red with Gür
et al. [2005] and Gür [2006] version 3 data in blue (reference) at 240K.
Bottom: The fitted revised GOME-2 FM3 data (scaled and shifted) and
Gür et al. [2005] and Gür [2006] version 3 data together with the resid-
uals (orange) and the retrieved baseline polynomial (green) both shifted
vertically for clarity.
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Figure 5.15: Non-linear square fit comparison for for GOME-2 revised data
with BMD data in the DOAS fitting window (326.6 – 334.5 nm) at
240K analogous to Fig. 5.14.
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Table 5.6: Direct comparison of GOME-2 FM3 revised data to literature data
using a non-linear least square fitting program in the DOAS fitting win-
dow (325 - 335). The scaling factor and wavelength shifts indicated in bold
are the one that should be applied to the revised GOME-2 data in order to
match the reference data.
Bass Paur BMD GOME FM GOME-2 FM3 V3
shift ratio shift ratio shift ratio
225K – 1.026 -0.028 1.025 -0.044 1.00 – 1.069
240K 0.003 1.020 -0.028 1.022 -0.045 1.00 0.004 1.078
5.4 Retrieval Tests Using the Revised Ozone
Cross Section Data
The total ozone retrieval is carried out using the Weighting Function Dif-
ferential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (WFDOAS) algorithm in the
326.6 – 334.5 nm spectral window. The WFDOAS algorithm uses a wave-
length dependent weighting function of ozone and temperature that de-
scribes the relative radiance change due to a vertical profile change, the
measured atmospheric optical depth is approximated around a reference
intensity employing a Taylor series expansion (with weighting functions
as derivatives) plus a cubic polynomial.
lnImeai (V
t, bt) = lnImodi (V¯ , b¯)
+
∂Imodi
∂V
|V¯ ⊗(Vˆ , V¯ )
+
∂Imodi
∂T
|T¯ ⊗(Tˆ , T¯ )
+ SCDNO2 · σi,NO2
+ SCDBrO · σi,BrO
+ SCDRing · σi,Ring
+ SCDunsamp · σi,unsamp
+ Pi (5.3)
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The weighting function for the ozone column change is obtained by
integrating vertically the altitude dependent weighting function. A large
set of reference spectra constructed for different atmospheric conditions.
The total column information is obtained from differential trace gas struc-
tures.
The cubic polynomial is added to the algorithm to account for all
broadband contributions from surface albedo and aerosols. Similar to the
DOAS approach, additional parameters as Ring effect, under sampling
correction (treated as effective absorbers) and temperature shifts are used
as fit parameters. The minor absorbers present in the same wavelength
window as NO2 and BrO to which the slant column filling is applied.
A linear least squares minimization is used for deriving all of the above
mentioned fitting parameters. The radiance spectra and weighting func-
tions were computed using the multiple scattering SCIATRAN radiative
transfer model . Ozone and temperature profiles are taken from TOMS
(Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer) V7 climatology. The ghost vertical
column that is hidden below the (partial) cloud is determined from an
ozone climatology and then added to the retrieved column to obtain the
final total ozone amount.
Bass-Paur parametrization (Eq. 5.1) is used to interpolate between dif-
ferent temperatures. This parametrization is used in the radiation trans-
fer code together with temperature climatology to express the change of
ozone absorption with altitude.
TheWFDOAS algorithm as presented by Coldewey-Egbers et al. [2005],
was successfully applied and validated for GOME ozone retrieval [We-
ber et al., 2005]. The precision of the total ozone retrieval is better than
3% for solar zenith angles below 80 ◦. Weber et al. [2005] presented an
elaborate global validation study of GOMEWFDOASwith ground based
data from the WOUDC (World Ozone and UV Radiation Data Centre),
an agreement within 1% was observed, at high latitudes and high solar
zenith angles the differences can reach few percents.
The algorithm was also used in SCIAMACHY data processing to re-
trieve total ozone columns [Bracher et al., 2005] and a relative differences
to within 1% between SCIAMACHY WFDOAS and collocated GOME
WFDOAS datawas obtained at low andmid latitudes. ConvolvedGOME
FM absorption cross section data [Burrows et al., 1999a] were used in
GOME retrieval. SCIAMACHY FM ozone cross sections [Bogumil et al.,
2003] differentially scaled by 5.3% and shifted by 0.008 nm, is the cross
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section data used currently in the standard SCIAMACHY WFDOAS re-
trieval [Weber et al., 2007]. The total ozone amounts are within 0.5% to
that retrieved using GOME FM data [Weber et al., 2011].
TheWFDOAS algorithmwas also successfully tested in GOME-2 data
processing [Weber et al., 2007]. GOME FM, convolved with the wave-
length dependent GOME-2 slit function, is the reference data used cur-
rently in the GOME-2 retrieval, which shows a bias of about -1% with
respect to GOME, while using BMD and Bass Paur data lead to an over-
estimation of about 2 – 3% compared to the current amounts [Weber et al.,
2011].
For a detailed investigation of the revised FM cross section data, the
optimum wavelength shift applied to the cross section data in the ozone
retrieval has to be found. The optimum shift minimises the ozone fit
residuals (RMS) as shown in Fig. 5.16 as the fit residuals in ozone re-
trieval are determined with the application of various systematic wave-
length shifts for a given SCIAMACHY andGOME-2 ground pixel. Ozone
fit residuals are the root mean square of the difference between the mea-
sured andmodelled nadir radiance used in theWFDOAS algorithm. Min-
imum RMS are found at shifts of -0.038 nm and +0.018 nm indicated in
solid circles in the blue and red curves of GOME-2 and SCIAMACHY,
respectively. These values are consistent with the values determined in
previous tests using version 3 datasets [Weber et al., 2005, 2007, 2011]. It
should be noted here that the total ozone columns decrease by 2% with a
0.01 nm shift in tha absorption cross sections.
The top panels of Fig. 5.17 show the total ozone columns (TOZ) re-
trieved using the revised cross sections (displayed in blue) with the opti-
mumwavelength shift applied for selected arbitrary SCIAMACHY orbits
in September 24, 2008 (orbit 34339) and March 20, 2009 (orbit 36873), to-
gether with columns retrieved using the SCIAMACHY FM version 3 data
(red) and the columns currently retrieved (black). The total ozone values
retrieved are roughly 1% higher compared to the total ozone currently
retrieved as seen in the sub-panels. The relative difference is calculated
as the difference between both ozone columns divided by the amounts
currently retrieved (in percent). The re-analysis of the FM data corrected
total ozone amounts by 3 – 4%, which is in agreement with results ob-
tained from the direct comparisons (Section 5.3). The higher differences
obtained at higher latitudes could be due to differences in the tempera-
ture dependence between the cross section data. The fit residuals in 10
◦
latitude bin for the same orbits, remain unchanged using Bogumil et al.
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Figure 5.16: Spectral fit residuals RMS for GOME-2 (blue) and SCIAMACHY
(red) as a function of the applied wavelength shifts to the FM data. Min-
imum RMS are found at shifts of -0.038 nm and +0.018 nm indicated in
solid circles for GOME-2 and SCIAMACHY, respectively.
[2003] and the revised cross section data as shown in Fig. 5.19.
Similarly, the total ozone column is retrieved for two selected GOME-
2 orbit using different cross section data. The top panels of Fig. 5.18 dis-
play ozone columns retrieved on April 15 (orbit 018090) and September
24 2010 (orbit 020392) using the revised GOME-2 FM3 data shifted by -
0.038 nm (blue), GOME-2 version 3 data (red) and GOME FM data (blue),
the latter with the proper spectral resolution adjustments. The sub-panels
show the relative difference between them. The total ozone values re-
trieved using the GOME-2 FM3 cross sections are roughly 0.5% higher
compared to the total ozone currently retrieved, at higher latitudes the
differences reach +1.5%, this could be probably due to differences in the
temperature dependence between GOME FM and GOME-2 FM3 data.
Figure 5.20 demonstrates that the fit residuals (RMS) are about the same.
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Figure 5.17: SCIAMACY total ozone columns with different cross sections. The
upper subpanels display SCIAMACHY’s total ozone column retrieved
using different cross section data for orbits 34339 (24/09/2008) and
36873 (20/03/2009). Scia.plus53.shift8 (black) is the SCIAMACHY FM
data [Bogumil et al., 2003] with a differential scaling of +5.3% and shift
of 0.08 nm from a direct comparison to GOME FM cross sections [Weber
et al., 2011] as used in the current standard retrieval. The lower subpan-
els display the relative difference of total ozone columns compared to the
values retrieved currently using scia.plus53.shift8 cross section.
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Figure 5.18: GOME-2 total ozone columns with different cross sections. The
upper subpanels display GOME-2 total ozone column retrieved using
different cross section data for orbits 020392 (24/09/2010) and 36873
(20/03/2009). GOME FM convolved with GOME-2 slit function (black)
is used in the current standard retrieval. The lower subpanels display the
relative difference of total ozone columns compared to the values retrieved
currently using GOME FM cross section.
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Figure 5.19: SCIAMACHY’s fit residuals (RMS) with different cross section
data for the same orbits 34339 (24/09/2008) and 36873 (20/03/2009) as
in Fig. 5.17.
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Figure 5.20: GOME-2 fit residuals (RMS) with different cross section data for
the same orbits 020392 (24/09/2010) 36873 (20/03/2009) as in Fig. 5.18.
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Part III
Ozone Trend Analysis

Chapter 6
Total Ozone Trends and Variability
during 1979 – 2012 from Merged
Datasets of Various Satellites
Total ozone changes reflect changes in lower stratospheric ozone that are
governed by chemical and dynamical short-term as well as long-term
variability. Global ozone amounts decreased severely between the eight-
ies and the mid-nineties where they reached minimum values. This de-
cline was mainly due to the impact of the uncontrolled anthropogenic
emissions containing the halogens, chlorine and bromine (chlorofluoro-
carbons CFCs, halons), which depleted the stratospheric ozone through
catalytic chemistry. The chemical processes involving the ozone deplet-
ing substances (ODS), in particular the heterogeneous reactions in the
polar region (ozone hole), are well known and documented in previ-
ous studies (e.g. Solomon [1999]; Staehelin et al. [2001]) and ozone as-
sessments (e.g. WMO [1999, 2003, 2007, 2011], Stratospheric Processes
1Sections 6.1 – 6.5 of this chapter are an extended version of the following publi-
cation: Chehade W., Burrows J. P., and Weber M.: Total ozone trends and variability
during 1979 – 2012 from merged datasets of various satellites, Atmospheric Chemistry
and Physics Discussions, 13, 2013, 11, 30407 – 30452, http://www.atmos-chem-phys-
discuss.net/13/30407/2013/, 10.5194/acpd-13-30407-2013
Section 6.6 has contributed to WMO – UNEP Ozone Assessment, 2014: CHAPTER 2,
“Update on Global Ozone: Past, Present and Future”.
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And their Role in Climate SPARC [1998]). The ODS emissions were con-
trolled by the implementation of the Montreal Protocol (1987) and its
Amendments and Adjustments and global ozone levels showed a slow-
ing in the decline and started to increase since mid-nineties in response
to the phase out of ODS in the stratosphere (WMO, 2003, 2007, 2011
and references therein). Some studies on the other hand demonstrated
a significant evidence of a decadal time scale influence of atmospheric
dynamics on ozone variability during the decline till the mid-nineties
(e.g. Hood and Soukharev [2005]; Wohltmann et al. [2007]; Mäder et al.
[2007]; Harris et al. [2008]) as well as the increase over northern latitudes
afterwards (e.g. Reinsel et al. [2005]; Dhomse et al. [2006]; Wohltmann
et al. [2007]; Harris et al. [2008]). Long-term variability of stratospheric
ozone is also seen to be influenced by variations in solar radiation [Chan-
dra and McPeters, 1994; Bojkov and Fioletov, 1995; Miller et al., 1996;
Zerefos et al., 1997; McCormack et al., 1997; Hood, 1997; Ziemke et al.,
1997; Lee and Smith, 2003; Soukharev and Hood, 2006; Fioletov, 2009]
and aerosols injected in the stratosphere after volcanic eruptions [Hof-
mann and Solomon, 1989; Peter, 1997; Solomon, 1999].
Analysis of long-term changes in ozone in order to detect a statisti-
cally significant trend after the levelling off the ODS in the stratosphere
requires the full understanding and proper accounting of all the pro-
cesses contributing to decadal ozone variability, which induces consid-
erable uncertainty in trend determination, and to quantify and separate
the relative influence of chemical and dynamical contributors. Global
and long-term total ozone measurements acquired from various satellite
borne atmospheric chemistry sensors (multi-decadal datasets) are very
useful to monitor and study the interannual and decadal ozone variabil-
ity and to determine long term global trends.
Previous trend assessmentsmodelled the response of ODS related sig-
nal in terms of linear trends based on the expected linear increase and
phasing out of ODS. This statistical approximation of the ODS is well
known as the piecewise linear trend (PWLT or hockey stick) model with
a turnaround in the late 1990s, when the stratospheric halogens (released
from ODS) reached maximum. In this study we used multiple linear re-
gression which is a standard trend analysis tool to quantitatively asses
the observed total ozone variations due to different natural and anthro-
pogenic influences (WMO, 2003, 2007, 2011 and references therein), with
the long-term trend in ozone related to ODS described by the equivalent
effective stratospheric chlorine function (EESC).
The aim of this study is first to assess and update the global trends
of ozone recovery and its statistical significance as expected from the
turnaround and slow decrease in stratospheric halogen after measures
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introduced by the Montreal Protocol and amendments to phase out ODS.
The trends are determined from a statistical analysis of thirty four year
of total ozone data. The estimated EESC-based trends are compared
with the trends obtained from PWLT analysis to assess the differences
between the models as the latter is sensitive to adding more data after
the turnaround point. Moreover, the same statistical analysis is applied
to different consolidated ozone datasets to investigate the uncertainty in
the long-term trends due to the use of different ozone satellite datasets.
In Section 6.1, the major chemical and dynamical processes contribut-
ing to ozone variability are briefly summarized. The zonal mean total
ozone data sets of the merged TOMS/SBUV/OMI (1979 – 2012) MOD
8.0 are briefly described in Section 6.2, and the multiple linear regression
model applied to the zonal total ozone data is presented in the following
section. Section 6.4 discusses the results in details and the estimates of the
trends are introduced in Sect. Sect. 6.5. The sensitivity of using different
ozone datasets in the regression are presented in Section 6.6.
6.1 Main Contributors to Ozone Variability
The various natural and anthropogenic processes representing the state
of the atmosphere (dynamical and chemical), modify the global ozone
distributions and consequently contributing to its variability in a chang-
ing climate employed in the multiple linear regression, are displayed in
Fig. 6.1.
6.1.1 Brewer-Dobson Circulation
The ozone abundances in different regions of the atmosphere are deter-
mined by a balance between photochemical processes (production and
loss), catalytic destruction and, transport. Ozone is produced in the trop-
ical stratosphere but most of ozone is found at higher latitudes away
from its production source. Ozone is transported through a slow atmo-
spheric circulation in the lower to middle stratosphere that moves the
upwelling air parcels from the tropics poleward, and then subsides in ex-
tratropics and high latitudes where it builds up. The circulation is a broad
hemispheric-scale meridional overturning which is limited to the winter
season and historically known as the Brewer-Dobson circulation (BDC).
Themain features of the poleward drift of air masses in stratosphere were
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Figure 6.1: Time series of the different explanatory variables used in this study
are displayed in the panels: Stratospheric loading of ODS (first panel) in
terms of Equivalent Effective Stratospheric Chlorine (EESC) in pptv. The
EESC concentration (black curve) peaked in 1997 and started a slow de-
cline afterwards. Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO) index at 10 hPa (red)
and at 30 hPa (blue) are shown in the second panel. The equatorial zonal
winds at both levels are out of phase by about pi/2. The third panel dis-
plays the 11-year solar cycle as expressed by the solar flux at 10.7 cm (red)
and core-to-wing ratio of the MgII line at 280 nm (blue). Time series of
mean optical thickness at 550 nm (orange) to account for volcanic aerosol
enhancements are presented in the fourth panel; the dominant features are
the 1982 eruption of EL Chicohón and the 1991 eruption of Mt. Pinatubo.
Nino 3.4 index describing the state of the El Niño/Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) is shown in panel five: El Niño (red) and La Niña (blue). The
next two panels show the teleconnection patterns: Arctic Oscillation (AO)
index in red and Antarctic Oscillation (AAO) index in blue. In the last
panel, extra-tropical eddy heat flux at 100h Pa averaged over midlatitudes
(area weight averaged between 45 ◦N and 75 ◦N) and averaged from Octo-
ber to March in the NH (magenta) and from April to September in the SH
(green).
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inferred from Brewer [1949] and Dobson [1956] water vapour and ozone
measurements, respectively.
This meridional circulation is driven by the planetary scale atmo-
spheric waves (Rossby and gravity waves) which are generated in the
troposphere and propagated upwards to the stratosphere [Haynes et al.,
1991; Rosenlof and Holton, 1993; Newman et al., 2001; Plumb, 2002]. The
waves break and dissipate at a critical level and deposit their momentum,
this decelerate the mean zonal air flow [Andrews et al., 1987]. As a result,
a poleward motion is established to balance the Coriolis force and pres-
sure gradient (geostrophic balance) and due to mass conservation large-
scale vertical motions in the tropics and extratropics set in, this induces
meridional overturning from equator to pole. In the tropics, the rising
air cools down due to adiabatic expansion while in the polar region the
subsiding air is heated by adiabatic compression. This leads to reducing
(enhancing) of stratospheric temperatures below (above) the local radia-
tive equilibrium temperature in the tropics (extratropical) region and as
a result diabatic heating warms the tropical upwelling air and diabatic
cooling cools the extratropical downwelling branch [Haynes et al., 1991;
Newman et al., 2001]. The diabatic circulation of air (also considered
as residual circulation) from the tropical tropopause to the lower polar
stratosphere has a mean transport time of five to six years [Waugh and
Hall, 2005] and confined in the winter hemisphere [Rosenlof and Holton,
1993; Chipperfield and Jones, 1999] during which the upward propagat-
ing waves deposit their easterly momentum (by wave breaking) in the
stratospheric mean westerly flow.
The influence of the meridional circulation in a given winter impacts
the ozone variability well into spring and summer [Fioletov and Shep-
herd, 2003; Weber et al., 2011]. In the polar region, the accumulation
of the lower stratospheric ozone is strongly governed by the intensity
of diabatic circulation; the stronger the intensity in the wintertime, the
stronger is the meridional mixing and the diabatic descent. This increases
the stratospheric temperatures which weakens the polar vortex and less
ozone is destructed by heterogeneous reactions [Chipperfield and Jones,
1999; Fusco and Salby, 1999; Randel and Stolarski, 2002].
The magnitude of the easterly momentum deposited in the strato-
sphere bywave breaking is approximated by the divergence of the Eliassen
Palm (EP) flux F, i.e. [Newman et al., 2001]. The net upward flux of wave
activity is measured by the vertical component of the EP flux (Fz) which
is proportional to the zonal mean poleward eddy heat flux vT [Andrews
et al., 1987]. The winter accumulated lower stratosphere eddy heat flux
is considered a good measure (proxy) of the inter-annual variability of
ozone due to the BDC variations [Fusco and Salby, 1999; Newman et al.,
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2001; Randel and Stolarski, 2002; Dhomse et al., 2006; Weber et al., 2011].
The contribution of the large scale stratospheric circulation to ozone
fluctuations can also be determined by other dynamical explanatory vari-
ables such as the dominant recurrent non-seasonal (with no particular
periodicity) sea level pressure variation pattern north/south of 20 ◦S/N
latitude known as the Arctic Oscillation (AO) (or North Annular Mode
(NAM)) and Antarctic Oscillation (AAO) (or Southern Annular Mode
(SAM)) indices [Fusco and Salby, 1999; Hartmann et al., 2000; Appen-
zeller et al., 2000; Randel and Stolarski, 2002; Kiesewetter et al., 2010;
Steinbrecht et al., 2011]. The QBO phase (see later section) also influneces
thewave propagation and relates to variability in the BDC [Baldwin et al.,
2001].
6.1.2 Quasi-biennial Oscillation
The equatorial stratosphere is characterized by a slow recurring variabil-
ity in its zonal winds which influences the interannual variability of total
ozone columns [Baldwin et al., 2001]. The winds propagate downwards
and alternatively changing (oscillating) in the strength and direction, i.e.
reverse from easterly to westerly in the lower and middle stratosphere
(∼16 – 50 km) with an average period of about 28 months [Reed et al.,
1961]. The fluctuating winds are termed the quasi-biennial oscillation
(QBO) [Angell and Korshover, 1964] and are the result from the upward
propagating equatorial waves and mean-flow interaction in the strato-
sphere [Lindzen and Holton, 1968; Plumb, 1977].
The QBO is a longitudinally symmetric tropical phenomenon [Bel-
mont and Dartt, 1968] extending in latitude around 15 ◦S/N with no sea-
sonal dependence and maximum amplitude centered over the equator.
This oscillation has a clear influence on the global stratosphere [Holton
and Tan, 1980]. The oscillation of the tropical zonal winds modulates the
stratospheric temperature structure and the Brewer-Dobson circulation
[Baldwin et al., 2001]. The changes in wind direction produce temper-
ature anomalies; the descending westerly wind shear (positive) is asso-
ciated with the warmest temperatures at the equator while the propa-
gating easterlies (increasing easterly winds with height) are associated
with the coldest temperatures according to the thermal wind relation-
ship. The temperature anomalies influence ozone by modulating the
photochemical reaction rates in the tropical stratosphere as well as modi-
fying the stronger global residual circulation [Reed et al., 1961]. Therefore
a secondary meridional circulation by the QBO is induced and superim-
posed on the normal Brewer-Dobson circulation which either enhances
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or weakens the BDC depending on the phase of QBO. During the west-
erly phase, maximum diabatic cooling to space occurs and the air parcels
sink leading to an increase in total ozone. This downward descent is bal-
anced by air parcels rising in the extratropics (decrease in total ozone)
and an equator-ward drift that slows the BDC. During the easterly phase
of the QBO, the induced circulation reverses. The QBO signal also af-
fects the ozone variability at high latitudes [Bowman, 1989; Lait et al.,
1989; Chandra and Stolarski, 1991] and even effects the distortion of win-
tertime stratospheric polar vortex by modulating the propagating extra-
tropical wave flux or Eliassen Palm flux [Dunkerton and Baldwin, 1991].
This modulation is called the Holton-Tan effect [Holton and Tan, 1980]
with largest signal in winter and spring [Tung and Yang, 1994; Randel
and Cobb, 1994; Baldwin et al., 2001].
6.1.3 El Niño-Southern Oscillation
El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is a coupled atmospheric and tropi-
cal Pacific Ocean interaction phenomenon (zonal) of warming or cooling
fluctuations in sea surface temperatures (SST) and alternating air surface
pressure (SP) between the central/eastern andwestern tropical Pacific. El
Niño events, the warmer phase, occur when the sea surface temperatures
in the eastern tropical Pacific (South American coast) are warmer than
average due to drift of warm waters from the western Pacific (Indone-
sia) resulting from the weakened easterly trade winds and occur about
every 3 to 7 years. The atmospheric component of the phenomenon (co-
incided with El Niño and termed "Southern Oscillation") represents the
occurrence of lower sea-level pressure near Tahiti and higher sea-level
pressure in Australia. During the La Niña the opposite occurs.
ENSO is the dominant source of interannual variability of tropical cli-
mate. Beside SST and SP oscillations, it induces interannual global scale
changes in ocean currents, surface pressure, convections, atmospheric
temperature and winds, clouds and precipitation, and impacts the chem-
istry of trace gases in the troposphere.
During the 1997/8 El Niño event, highest amounts of tropospheric
column ozone (up to 25DU increase) were registered in the tropics [Chan-
dra et al., 1998; Fujiwara et al., 1999; Thompson et al., 2001], half of the in-
creasewere attributed to biomass burning over Indonesia during Septem-
ber-November 1997 and the remaining amounts resulted from El Niño
driven large scale changes in the ocean-atmosphere dynamics that trans-
ported ozone rich air from the stratosphere to the troposphere as reported
by somemodelling studies e.g. Sudo and Takahashi [2001]; Chandra et al.
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[2002]; Zeng and Pyle [2005]. Ziemke et al. [2010] even proposed a new
El Niño index derived from column ozone.
ENSO phases have a global impact, affecting the circulation in the ex-
tratropics bymodulating the generation and propagation of Rossbywave
which is strongly evident in the northern winter months [Trenberth et al.,
2002]. The warm phase is associated with stratospheric warming [van
Loon and Labitzke, 1987; Labitzke and van Loon, 1999], and a strength-
ened BDC in the middle atmosphere yielding an enhanced upwelling of
ozone-rich air from the tropics and aweaker polar vortex [Newman et al.,
2001; Randel and Stolarski, 2002; Bronnimann et al., 2004; Manzini et al.,
2006; Taguchi and Hartmann, 2006; Camp and Tung, 2007]. ENSO results
in temperature and ozone anomalies in the stratosphere that are opposite
to the tropospheric anomalies.
6.1.4 Chlorine and Bromine containing ODS
Anthropogenic halogenated substances (chlorofluorocarbons CFCs, hal-
ons) have been the principal source of stratospheric ozone depletion thro-
ugh catalytic chemistry over the past few decades [Stolarski andCicerone,
1974; Molina and Rowland, 1974]. Their very long atmospheric residence
times allow them to be transported to the upper stratosphere where they
photo-dissociate producing Cl and Br atomswhich destroy ozone. Solomon
[1999] presents a review of the key processes involved in ozone depletion.
The evolution of the long-lived ODS is a key parameter to describe
long term ozone changes. Equivalent Effective Stratospheric Chlorine
(EESC) index is used as a measure of the inorganic chlorine and bromine
amounts accumulated in the stratosphere weighted by their ozone de-
structive potential and fractional release rate [WMO, 1999, 2003, 2007,
2011]. This is proportional to changes in total column ozone [Daniel et al.,
1995]. Stratospheric EESC is calculated from the surface measurements of
tropospheric ODS abundances taking into account the greater per-atom
potency of stratospheric Br compared to Cl in its ozone destruction with
a constant factor, α (EESC = Cl + α·Br), conversion of Cly and Bry, and
for the transit times (or ages) the air takes to be transported from surface
to different regions in the stratosphere. The implementation of Montreal
Protocol and its Amendments and Adjustments, enacted in 1987, suc-
ceeded in reducing the abundances of the dominant ODS. EESC has lev-
elled off through the late mid-nineties and afterwards started a slow de-
cline. The EESC index has already been used in several ozone trends sta-
tistical models e.g., Newman et al. [2004]; Fioletov and Shepherd [2005];
Dhomse et al. [2006]; Stolarski and Frith [2006]; Randel [2007]; Harris
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et al. [2008]; Kiesewetter et al. [2010].
6.1.5 Solar Cycle
Sun is the primary source of energy for Earth, any variation in the emitted
energy output has a significant impact on climate and atmosphere [Lean
and Rind, 2001; Rind, 2002; Haigh, 2003]. Global total ozone amounts
vary by 2 to 3% during a solar cycle [WMO, 2003, 2007, 2011]. Solar
variability is considered as a dominant form of long-term ozone changes
and has been included in all ozone trend assessments [WMO, 1999, 2003,
2007, 2011].
The variations of the solar ultraviolet spectral irradiance largely mod-
ify ozone photochemistry in the upper stratosphere [Brasseur, 1993]. More
ozone is produced during the maximum phase of the cycle during which
more oxygen photo-dissociate since the amplitude of solar cycle vari-
ability is greater in the far ultraviolet. An increase of 4 – 6% in upper
stratospheric ozone is reported in the statistical studies between the solar
minima and maxima (e.g. McCormack and Hood [1996]; Hood [1997]).
These amounts are compatible with the 4 – 8% variability in ultravio-
let energy output (λ ≤ 240 nm) over a typical cycle [Dessler et al., 1998].
Solar cycle also modulates ozone chemistry. NOy are generated in the
upper mesosphere through ionization of nitrogen and oxygen molecules
by enhanced precipitating energetic electrons and solar protons during
solar minima which are transported into the stratosphere causing ozone
catalytic destruction [Callis et al., 1998; Sinnhuber et al., 2003; Rozanov
et al., 2005; Langematz et al., 2005]. This effect can reach the lower strato-
sphere propagating equatorwards [Jackman et al., 2006]. In the low-
ermost stratosphere, the solar cycle couples with QBO and modulates
stratospheric circulation which indirectly effects ozone transport [Lab-
itzke and van Loon, 1993; Kodera andKuroda, 2002; Hood and Soukharev,
2003]. In relation to the 11-year solar cycle, a clear decadal response is
detected in long-term ozone records and is in phase with it [Chandra
and McPeters, 1994; Bojkov and Fioletov, 1995; Miller et al., 1996; Zerefos
et al., 1997; McCormack et al., 1997; Hood, 1997; Ziemke et al., 1997; Lee
and Smith, 2003; Soukharev and Hood, 2006; Fioletov, 2009].
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6.1.6 Aerosols
Major volcanic eruptions inject large amounts of sulfate aerosols into
the stratosphere that perturb stratospheric temperature and circulation
and enhance catalytic ozone depletion through heterogeneous chemistry
[Hofmann and Solomon, 1989; Peter, 1997; Solomon, 1999] releasing chlo-
rine and bromine from ODS. The eruptions of the tropical volcanoes of
El Chichón (Mexico, 1982) and Mt. Pinatubo (Philippines, 1991) were
the major volcanic activities since the late 1970s and huge enhancements
of sulfur dioxide (SO2) that oxidized to form sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and
condensed to create aerosols. Heterogeneous reactions take place mostly
on the surface area of liquid sulfuric acid aerosols in the lower strato-
sphere and enhance ozone depletion. The volcanic aerosols were mixed
relatively rapidly throughout the stratosphere in both hemispheres and
sedimented out within couple of years. Stratospheric ozone reduced sig-
nificantly following the eruptions in the Northern Hemisphere [Randel
et al., 1995; Solomon et al., 1996; SPARC, 1998; WMO, 1999, 2003, 2007,
2011] which persisted for two to three years, while Southern Hemisphere
ozone records did not show any pronounced ozone deficit [Fioletov et al.,
2002; WMO, 2003, 2007, 2011]. The high aerosol load also impacts the
atmospheric radiative balance by absorbing and scattering terrestrial (in-
frared) and solar radiations that warm the lower stratosphere and cool
the troposphere respectively, these changes modulate the atmospheric
circulation as well as the stratosphere-troposphere interaction [WMO,
2007, 2011]. Several studies [Schnadt Poberaj et al., 2011; Aquila et al.,
2013] showed that enhanced ozone transport through changes in dynam-
ical processes counteracted the chemical losses.
6.2 Satellite Total Ozone Time Series
Zonal mean total ozone columns from the TOMS/SBUV/OMI Merged
Ozone Dataset (MOD) Version 8.0 [Stolarski and Frith, 2006] were used in
this study. This dataset combines data from eight independent backscat-
ter ultraviolet technique (BUV-type) satellite instruments (Total Ozone
Mapping Spectrometer TOMS, Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet SBUV/SBUV-
2, andOzoneMonitoring Instrument OMI)withmeasurements from 1979
– 2012. Drifts and biases in overlapping periods among instruments were
removed [Stolarski and Frith, 2006]. V8.0 dataset can be obtained from
http://acd-ext.gsfc.nasa.gov/Data_services/merged/.
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Figure 6.2: Annual mean area-weighted total ozone time series of ground-
based measurements combining Brewer, Dobson, and filter spectrome-
ter data (red, [Fioletov et al., 2002, 2008; Hendrick et al., 2011]), the
merged SBUV/TOMS/OMI MOD V8.0 (dark blue: [Stolarski and Frith,
2006]), the merged SBUV/SBUV-2 MOD V8.6 (blue: Frith et al. [2012];
DeLand et al. [2012]; Bhartia et al. [2013]; McPeters et al. [2013]),
and GOME/SCIAMACHY/GOME-2 “GSG” (green, [Kiesewetter et al.,
2010; Weber et al., 2011, 2012, 2013] ), in the zonal bands: a) 60◦N –
60◦N (global), b) 30◦N – 60◦N (NH), c) 25◦S – 25◦N (tropics), and d)
35◦S – 60◦S (SH) zonal bands.
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Figure 6.2 shows annual means of the area-weighted total ozone colu-
mns over the period 1979 – 2012 of the different global datasets used in
this study including the ground-based measurements which combines
Brewer, Dobson, and filter spectrometer data and merged satellite data
for various zonal bands: global (60◦S – 60◦N), middle latitudes in both
hemispheres (35◦ – 60◦) and the tropics (25◦S – 25◦N), respectively.
6.3 Multivariate Linear Regression
Trends in global total ozone are investigated through a multivariate lin-
ear regression model consisting of various explanatory parameters (as
discussed above) which account for chemical and dynamical processes
in the atmosphere. This statistical method has been frequently used in
ozone assessments (Bojkov et al. [1990]; SPARC [1998]; CCMVal [2010];
WMO [1999, 2003, 2007, 2011] and references therein) in order to assess
the contributions of various natural and anthropogenic changes to long-
term and short-term variability of ozone. The annual mean total ozone
column (TOZ) time series is constructed as a simple linear sum of ex-
planatory variables time series as follows:
TOZ(n) = TOZ(n)◦ + αEESC ·EESC(n)
+ αqbo·qbo(n)
+ αsolar·solar(n)
+ αaer·aer(n)
+ αENSO·ENSO(n)
+ αAO/AAO·AO/AAO(n)
+ αEHF ·EHF(n)
+ ε(n) (6.1)
where n is a running index (from zero to 34) corresponding to all years
during the period 1979 – 2012while α X represents the time dependent re-
gression coefficients of each proxy (X) and ε is the residual or noise time
series. The EESC concentrations were obtained from NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center web site (http://acdb-ext.gsfc.nasa.gov/Data_servi-
ces/automailer/index.html) and were calculated for a mean age of air
of three years and width of age-of-air distribution of one and half years
[Newman et al., 2006, 2007] and bromine efficiency of α=60 was used
[Sinnhuber et al., 2009]. Equatorial zonal winds at 10 and 30 hPa pressure
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levels (from FUBerlin, http://www.geo.fu-berlin.de/en/met/ag/strat/-
produkte/qbo/index.html) were used to provide the QBO index in the
regression analysis. QBO at 10 and 30hPa are out of phase (∼ pi/2, Bo-
jkov and Fioletov [1995]; Steinbrecht et al. [2003]) and account for the
effect of QBO strength and phase on ozone at different latitudes. This
obviates the need to find the optimal time lag since the effect on ozone in
the extratropics is represented by an optimal lag relation [Bojkov et al.,
1990].
To account for the effect of volcanic aerosols after El Chichón and
Mount Pinatubo eruptions, time dependent stratospheric aerosol optical
depth at 550 nm [Sato et al., 1993] is used. The optical depth (http://data-
.giss.nasa.gov/modelforce/strataer/) is multiplied by the stratospheric
chlorine content (EESC) [Wohltmann et al., 2007]. To investigate the im-
pact of UV solar irradiance modulation related to the 11-year solar cy-
cle, core-to-wing ratio of the MgII line at 280 nm (http://www.iup.uni-
bremen.de/gome/) as well as solar radio flux at 10.7 cmwavelength (ftp:
//ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/STP/space-weather/solar-data/solar-features/so-
lar-radio/noontime-flux/pentiction/pentiction_adjusted/listings/listin-
g_drao_noontime-flux-adjusted_daily) are used as proxies. For the El
Niño-Southern Oscillation phenomenon, the Nino 3.4 index (http://ww-
w.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/data/indices/ersst3b.nino.mth.81-10.ascii) is inclu-
ded in the regression. The AO/AAO index is obtained from NOAA Na-
tional Weather Service Climate Prediction Center website (http://www.-
cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/precip/CWlink/daily_ao_index/teleconn-
ections.html) and the extratropical 100 hPa eddy heat flux (EHF) aver-
aged over midlatitudes between 45◦ and 75◦ in each hemisphere is ob-
tained from ECMWF ERA-Interim as described by Weber et al. [2011].
The explanatory variables time series used in a multivariate linear
trend analysis must be fully independent (uncorrelated); in this study the
correlations between predictors are small (between 0.1 and 0.2) except for
the aerosol and ENSO term (0.34). In order to account for auto-regression,
a Cochrane-Orcutt transformation [Cochrane and Orcutt, 1949] is applied
to the regression using the residual (ε(n)) auto-correlation estimate with
a time lag of one year in order to ensure their normal distribution. The
transformation does not change the estimates of the fitting coefficients,
however, the fitting errors increase due to the reduction in degree of free-
dom.
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6.4 Results
The regression analysis (Eq. 6.1) is applied to TOMS/SBUV/OMI annual
mean zonal mean total ozone data from 65◦S to 65◦N in steps of 5◦. An
example of the model and the contributions (in Dobson Units, DU) of the
different natural as well as anthropogenic explanatory variables are illus-
trated in Fig. 6.3 for the 60 – 65◦N latitude band. The regressed ozone
time series (blue, first panel) fits well to the ozone measurements (red)
and follows the general features capturing the decline of ozone to the
mid-1990s, the pronounced ozone losses after the Mt. Pinatubo erup-
tion and the slow increase after that. The black curve (EESC) describes
long-term variations attributed to anthropogenic emissions of ODS. After
1997, a small increase (3.5±0.8DU/decade) is attributed to the EESC de-
cline. The regression fit shows a correlation (r) of 0.78 between modelled
and measured total ozone, while the coefficient of determination, i.e R2
(the ratio of the variance of all terms in Eq. 6.1 to the total variance), is
0.63. This implies that about 63% of the observed variance of total ozone
column can be explained by the regression.
The green line in the second panel displays the regression residu-
als between measured and regressed data (in percent). The fitted sig-
nal of each explanatory parameter αX ·X is shown in the third to sev-
enth panel of Fig. 6.3. The overall combined QBO related component
(black, αqbo10·qbo10 + αqbo30·qbo30) comprises the highest contribution
to interannual ozone variability, the fluctuation from easterly to westerly
QBO phase at 10 hPa (red) and 30 hPa (blue) attributes around 14DU. The
11-year solar cycle contribution (blue, MgII index) reaches about 13DU
from solar minimum to solar maximum. The aerosol response associated
with El Chichón and Mount Pinatubo eruptions (orange) accounts for
about 11DU and 15DU loss in total ozone in 1983 and 1992, respectively.
The influence of ENSO (turquoise) is typically about ±8DU, whereas the
1997/8 El Niño event contributed +4DU. Eddy heat flux related ozone
contribution (magenta) amounts ±4DU while the negative and positive
phases of AO/AAO oscillation (lime-green) contribute ±5DU. Both dy-
namical proxies were included in the analysis as the regression model
worked better and improved the correlation and the coefficient of de-
termination (not shown here). The regression coefficients of the various
proxies along with the standard deviation (in brackets) are noted as well
in the plot.
The residual circulation transports more stratospheric ozone in winter
and the wintertime ozone anomalies remain evident till autumn. Weber
et al. [2011] reported positive correlation between spring-to-fall ozone
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Figure 6.3: Annual mean total ozone variations for 60◦N – 65◦N in DU
(TOMS/SBUV/OMI V8.0 dataset from 1979 – 2012) and magnitude of
contributing factors obtained by multiple linear regressions. Top panel:
Observed total annual mean data (red), corresponding fit (blue) and the
EESC curve (black). Green line marks the residuals between the observed
ozone and regressed time series (second panel). Bottom panels show the
contributions from: QBO at 10 hPa, (red), at 30 hPa (blue) and total effect
(black), blue: 11-year solar cycle (MgII index); orange: enhanced strato-
spheric aerosols; turquoise: ENSO (3.4 index), eddy heat flux in magenta
and AO/AAO oscillation in lime-green, respectively. The correlation be-
tween the observed and regressed ozone (R), coefficient of determination
(R2) and residual mean square (rms) are indicated in the first panel. The
regression coefficients of various proxies along with the standard deviation
(in brackets) are also indicated in each panel.
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ratio and the winter mean eddy heat flux above and below 50◦S/N, while
in the tropics (till 40◦S/N) the relation is anti-correlated (Fig. 6.4).
To account for ozone wintertime build up and its persistence through
the summer, winter mean of eddy heat flux (from October of the previ-
ous year until March (NH) and April to September (SH)) are used in the
regression equation (Eq. 6.1) instead of the annual mean used in Fig. 6.3.
Figure 6.5 displays the regression results for the same latitude band as in
Fig. 6.3 but using the winter mean eddy heat flux. The ozone reconstruc-
tions and contributions of EESC, QBO, solar cycle, aerosols and ENSO
show the same features and patterns as in Fig. 6.3, respectively. The R2
has now improved to 0.76, correlation is about 0.87 and the residual mean
square (rms, the sample estimate of the variance of the regression residu-
als) is 5.6DU.
Moreover, the choice of wintertime dynamical term EHF has a sig-
nificant impact on the effect of the solar cycle, aerosols, ENSO and EHF
processes since the contributions of aerosols, ENSO and EHF are statisti-
cally significant at 2σ level and explain most of the observed ozone vari-
ations. The corresponding amplitudes of total ozone variation increased
by almost 70% for aerosol and ENSO terms, and by 75% for solar cy-
cle and EHF terms, with highest contribution to total ozone variability
arising from EHF reaching about 20DU. The AO terms are now not sta-
tistically significant (as they are most likely represented in the eddy heat
flux term). The linear trend after 1997 due to the ODS declines remained
unchanged.
6.4.1 Contribution of Proxies to Ozone Variability
The statistical trend model was applied to twenty six 5◦ wide latitude
mean ozone data bands from 65◦S to 65◦N and the contributionss of the
different explanatory variables in each latitude band are illustrated in
Appendix A.
Figure 6.6 is a summary plot displaying the measured and modelled
ozone for each latitude band. The reconstructed ozone generally cap-
tures the temporal ozone variations and follows the general features of
the slow decline till the mid-nineties and the increase after that. The
residuals (violet, right scale of the panels) are typically within 3%. The
correlation, R2 and rms are also displayed for each latitude band.
The effect of each proxy on the interannual variability of total ozone
measurements is also estimated. Figure 6.7 shows the estimates of fit-
ting coefficients of the different explanatory variables (using the same
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Figure 6.4: (top panel) Spring-to-fall ratio of observed polar cap total ozone
(>50◦) as a function of the extratropical winter mean eddy heat flux
(September to March and March to September in the respective hemi-
spheres) derived from ECMWF ERA-Interim data separately in the re-
spective hemisphere. Data from the Southern Hemisphere are shown as
triangles (September over March ozone ratios) and from the Northern
Hemisphere as solid circles (March over September ratios). (bottom panel)
Winter-to-fall ratio of observed total ozone for various zonal bands from
the polar region to the tropics as a function of the mean absolute extrat-
ropical cumulative eddy heat flux between September and February in the
NH and between March and August in the SH from ERA-Interim. Data
from the Southern Hemisphere are shown as triangles (August overMarch
ozone ratios) and from the Northern Hemisphere as solid circles (February
over September ratios) [Weber et al., 2011].
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Figure 6.5: Same as Fig. 6.3, except for the winter mean eddy heat flux replacing
the ozone variability weighted annual mean EHF).
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Total ozone (annual mean),  TOMS/SBUV/OMI  MOD 8.0  measurements  
 Measured Annual Means   Regression  Residuals  % 
Figure 6.6: Observed TOMS/SBUV/OMI V8.0 (red) annual zonal mean total
ozone columns for 5◦ wide latitude bands from 65◦S to 65◦N and regressed
(blue) ozone obtained from regression models (with winter mean EHF dy-
namical proxy). The right hand scale in each panel gives the residuals
in percent (violet). The correlation, R2 and rms are also noted for each
latitude band.
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color notation as in Figs. 6.3 and 6.5) for each latitude band as obtained
from the regression analysis. The top panel displays the correlation be-
tween measured annual ozone and regression results. Typical values are
higher than 0.80 across all latitude bands. The model works well with the
choice of the terms included in the regression since the values of R2 are
larger than 0.6. This indicates that the statistical model explains the major
part of the total ozone variance, in the tropics (within 5◦S/N) and south-
ern subtropics the regression describes the total ozone variations almost
completely.
The second panel shows the total ozone response related toODS abun-
dance in the selected latitude bands as represented by the EESC term. The
EESC coefficient increases in magnitude with increasing latitude. In the
inner tropics the EESC trends are zero. The EESC response is larger in the
Southern Hemisphere as compared to the same latitudes in the Northern
Hemisphere latitudes. The largest ozone loss attributed to the chemical
ozone depletion by the accumulated anthropogenic ODS, is found south
of 50◦S in the “ozone hole” region. This indicates that the Antarctic ozone
loss has a higher impact on the long-term decline at Southern Hemi-
sphere midlatitudes [Chipperfield, 2003; Fioletov and Shepherd, 2005;
Kiesewetter et al., 2010]. The error bars indicate the statistical significance
at two sigma level (95% significance level). The EESC term is statistically
significant in all latitude bands except the tropics (north of 20◦S and south
15◦N).
The total QBO coefficient is symmetric about the equator (shown in
black in the third panel) and dominates ozone variability in the tropical
and southern sub-tropical regions with highest and clear influence be-
tween 5◦S and 5◦N latitude bands while it is insignificant in the northern
subtropics. Not unexpected, the 30 hPa QBO term is dominating over
the 10 hPa QBO term. The QBO phase change from the equator to the
subtropics are due to a secondary circulation with the downward branch
in the tropic and the upwelling branch in the subtropics (positive ozone
anomalies in the tropics and negative in the 20 – 40◦S/N subtropical re-
gions).
The solar coefficients are statistically significant. When the core-to-
wing ratio of the MgII line is replaced by the solar radio flux at 10.7 cm as
a solar proxy in the regression model (Eq. 6.1), the same ozone signal be-
tween solar maximum and solar minimum was found and did not alter
the influence of other processes (see Appendix B) as well as the correla-
tion, determination coefficient and rms.
The coefficients of stratospheric aerosols (orange) in the fifth panel,
are mostly negative and increases with increasing latitude. El Chichón
and Mt. Pinatubo eruptions significantly influence total ozone over the
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Figure 6.7: (top panel) The correlation, R2 and rms calculated from multiple
linear regression of 1979 – 2012 merged TOMS/SBUV/OMI 5◦ latitude
zonal annual total ozone from 65◦S to 65◦N (results based on regression
Eq. 6.1 with wintertime EHF dynamical proxy). (The second to eighth
panel) The fitting coefficients of the different explanatory variables used
in this study for each latitude band are displayed in respective colors as
in Figs. 6.3 and 6.5. Error bars indicate the statistical significance at two
sigma level.
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northern latitudes and the negative ozone signal is in good agreement
with results reported in previous studies [Staehelin et al., 1998; Fiole-
tov et al., 2002; Mäder et al., 2007; Wohltmann et al., 2007; Harris et al.,
2008; Rieder et al., 2010a,b, 2011; WMO, 2007, 2011]. At southern mid-
latitudes the signal is unexpectedly positive. Similar results were noted
by [Fioletov et al., 2002] and were also documented in the WMO reports
[WMO, 2003, 2007, 2011]. This spatial pattern emanates from the dy-
namical processes in which enhanced ozone transport to southern mid-
latitudes driven by strong warm ENSO phase and negative AAO accom-
panied by the shifting and stretching of the vortex towards the Antarc-
tic Peninsula suppressed the ozone signal [Schnadt Poberaj et al., 2011;
Aquila et al., 2013; Rieder et al., 2013].
The sixth panel shows the distribution of the ENSO coefficient over
the studied latitude range. A significant moderate negative influence on
total ozone is centered over the tropical region (15◦S – 5◦N). The positive
patterns in the northern high latitudes are interpreted as consequences of
enhanced transport from the tropics duringwarm ENSO events while the
coefficient are statistically insignificant towards southern high latitudes.
The AO estimates are found to be significant over the northern lat-
itudes with large positive coefficients in the sub-tropics decreasing the
total ozone column ozone during the positive phase of AO and large neg-
ative coefficients enhancing ozone during the negative phases of AO in
the extra-tropics. The extremely negatice AO index in 2010 resulted in
very high ozone throughout the northern extratropics [Steinbrecht et al.,
2011]. Similar to the NH, the negative AAO phases enhances SH ozone
transport, however, the AAO contribution at high southern latitudes in
the regression is statically not significant.
Thewintermean eddy heat coefficients are statistically significant and
dominates ozone variability in the higher latitudes of both hemispheres
above 50◦.
6.5 ODS Related Trends in Ozone Total
Column
Ozone trends related to ODS are calculated for all latitude bands accord-
ing to the full regression model (Eq. 6.1). Based on the EESC curves,
two clear linear trends can be estimated. A decline in ozone amounts
starting at the beginning of the measurements due to the increases in
stratospheric ODS loading (0.447 ppbv/decade) till the turnaround of the
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ODS levels in 1997 (EESC maximum), and a negative trend following the
levelling-off and phase out of ODS in the stratosphere (- 0.179 ppbv/decade)
accompanied with an increase in total column levels. Both phases of the
ODS related ozone trends can be approximated as the slopes of the de-
clining and increasing phases of EESC multiplied by the EESC coefficient
[DU/decades].
The negative until 1997 and positive turnaround after 1997 EESC-
based trends (red solid circles) as a function of latitude are displayed
in the bottom panel of Fig. 6.8. The positive trends after 1997 increase
in magnitude with latitude and are statistically significant across nearly
all latitude bands except the tropics (south of 20◦N and north 20◦S). In
the northern sub-tropics and extra-tropics, the positive trends are smaller
than those in southern counterparts. This can be explained by the large
dynamically driven variations dominating the ozone variability in north-
ern latitudes [Reinsel et al., 2005; Dhomse et al., 2006; Wohltmann et al.,
2007; Harris et al., 2008]. The statistically significant trends can be at-
tributed to the onset of anthropogenic (or ODS related) ozone recovery
after 1997.
The ozone trends before and after the ODS turnaround can also be
described by calculating piecewise linear trends (PWLT or hockey stick)
[Reinsel et al., 2002, 2005; Newchurch et al., 2003;Miller et al., 2006; Vyushin
et al., 2007, 2010; Yang et al., 2009]. The PWLT model replaces the EESC
term (αEESC ·EESC(n)) in Eq. 6.1 by two separate linear trend terms:
αEESC · EESC(n) = αt1 · δ(≤ 1997) + αt2 · δ(> 1997)
(6.2)
As for the EESC regression, the results obtained from the PWLTmodel
(see Appendix C) showed the same patterns as in Fig. 6.7 with the cor-
relation and coefficient of determination better than 0.82 and 0.73, re-
spectively, the contributions of the other explanatory variables slightly
altered. The MgII coefficient increased in the sub-tropics of both hemi-
spheres (10 – 15%), the eddy heat flux coefficient increased by 5 – 10%
in southern latitudes while in the northern latitudes it decreased largely
and is statistically significant only north of 55◦N. The AO coefficient is
smaller (15 – 30%) in 10 – 35◦N bands and higher (35%) in 40 – 50◦N
bands when PWLT is used.
Both of the above mentioned approaches equally well describe the
total ozone changes during the last thirty years. Both EESC and PWLT
related trends before and after 1979 are shown in Fig. 6.8.
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Figure 6.8: (top panel) Zonal distribution of the correlation, R2 and rms esti-
mated for the 1979 – 2012 TOMS/SBUV/OMI V8.0 merged dataset from
regression model based on Eq. 6.1 in red and the piecewise linear trend
(PWLT or hockey stick) model in blue. (bottom panel) Zonal distribution
of the linear trend of ozone in DU/decade units calculated for the EESC-
based declining part of EESC during 1979 – 1997 and for the increasing
part of EESC during 1997 – 2012 (red) as well as the trends before and
after the ODS turnaround (1997) calculated by the PWLT model (blue).
The statistical significance at two sigma level is indicated as grey shades
for PWLT and dashed lines for EESC.
Both EESC and PWLT trends before 1979 are close to each other and
agree within the 2-sigma error bars (grey shades for PWLT and dashed
lines for EESC). The positive trends after 1997 are almost identical south
of 40◦S and north of 50◦N (statistically insignificant) while elsewhere,
larger differences are observed. The post-1997 PWLT trend in the low
to middle latitudes are up to four times larger than the EESC based trend
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but agree within the 95% error bars (15 – 30◦N). The PWLT trend after
1997 are larger than expected and cannot be accounted as a full true re-
sponse to the ODS decline after 1997 since PWLT regression analysis is
very sensitive to the length of the data record after 1997 [Vyushin et al.,
2010]. As the ODS related upward trend is fairly small, the PWLT is more
strongly affected by uncertainties in the short-term variability.
6.6 Sensitivity of the Trends Acquired from
Different Satellite Ozone Data Records
In this study, themergedWFDOASGOME/SCIAMACHY/GOME-2 (GSG,
1995 – 2012) zonal total ozone dataset [Kiesewetter et al., 2010; Weber
et al., 2011, 2012, 2013], SBUV/SBUV-2 MOD 8.6 (version 8.6), NASA
ozone data product (1979 – 2012) [Frith et al., 2012; DeLand et al., 2012;
Bhartia et al., 2013; McPeters et al., 2013] and NOAA SBUV/SBUV-2 V8.6
(1979 – 2012) [Wild et al., 2012; McPeters et al., 2013], the ground based
measurements (1979 – 2012) [Fioletov et al., 2002, 2008; Hendrick et al.,
2011], the GOME-Type total ozone record (GTO, 1996 – 2011) [Van Roozen-
dael et al., 2006; Loyola and Coldewey-Egbers, 2012; Lerot et al., 2013] as
well as the Multi Sensor Reanalysis (MSR) of total ozone [van der A et al.,
2010] were also analysed in the regression model (Eq. 6.1, with winter-
time eddy heat flux) to investigate the uncertainty in the long-term trends
due to the use of different ozone datasets. The statistical analysis was ap-
plied for the same latitude range (65◦S – 65◦N). These ozone records had
been used in the previous ozone assessments for trend analysis WMO
[2011].
6.6.1 Quality of Satellite Ozone Data Records
The total ozone column datasets (1979 – 2012) used in the sensitivity
study are summarized in Tables 6.1. The Table also provide the spectrom-
eters from which the merged datasets are established with the published
references for these datasets and URL sources.
The ground-based total ozone data record based onDobson and Brewer
spectrometer and filter ozonometer observations. Total ozone column
measurements fromDobson and Brewer are precise (better than 1%)while
ozone measurement from filter instruments are accurate within 3%. The
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Table 6.1: The total ozone column datasets used in the sensitivity study.
Dataset Spectrometers Publication URL source
Ground Dobson Fioletov et al. [2002] http://www.woudc.org
Measurements Brewer Fioletov et al. [2008]
SAOZ Hendrick et al. [2011]
SBUV V8.6 BUV Nimbus-4 Frith et al. [2012] http://acd-ext.gsfc.nasa.gov/Data_services/merged/
(NASA) SBUV Nimbus-7 DeLand et al. [2012]
SBUV/2 NOAA 9 to 19 Bhartia et al. [2013]
McPeters et al. [2013]
SBUV V8.6 SBUV Nimbus-7, Wild et al. [2012] ftp://ftp.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/ SBUV_CDR/
(NOAA) SBUV/2 NOAA 9 to 19 McPeters et al. [2013]
GSG GOME Kiesewetter et al. [2010] http://www.iup.uni-bremen.de/gome/wfdoas/merged/
(IUP - Bremen) SCIAMACHY Weber et al. [2011]
GOME-2 Weber et al. [2012]
Weber et al. [2013]
GOME-Type GOME Van Roozendael et al. [2006] http://www.esa-ozone-cci.org/
(GTO) SCIAMACHY Loyola and Coldewey-Egbers [2012]
GOME-2 Lerot et al. [2013]
Multiple TOMS van der A et al. [2010] http://www.temis.nl/protocols/O3global.html
Satellite SBUV
Reanalysis GOME
(MSR) SCIAMACHY
GOME-2
OMI
(assimilated)
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ground-based dataset can provide a stable reference for validation of
inter-instrument biases and drifts in satellite total-ozone measurements.
The construction of NASA SBUV/SBUV-2 Version 8.6 (MOD 8.6) ozone
data product (1979 – 2012) is based on the calibration and analysis pro-
cesses presented in Frith et al. [2012], DeLand et al. [2012], Bhartia et al.
[2013] and McPeters et al. [2013]. On the other hand, the construction of
NOAA SBUV/SBUV-2 V8.6 data [Wild et al., 2012; McPeters et al., 2013]
is similar to the NASA dataset (satellites and time intervals) and included
the removal of the drifts and biases in overlapping periods among instru-
ments. The SBUV ozone columns show an agreement to within 1% when
compared to ground based data from Brewer and Dobson spectropho-
tometers over the past 40 years.
The European satellite-borne sensors GOME/ERS-2, SCIAMACHY/
ENVISAT and GOME-2/METOP-A perform UV spectral measurements
and merged total ozone columns record is established by using different
retrieval algorithms.
The merged WFDOAS GOME/SCIAMACHY/GOME-2 (GSG) total
ozone dataset extends from 1995 to 2012 and combines data from GOME
(1995 – 2003) [Coldewey-Egbers et al., 2005; Weber et al., 2005], SCIA-
MACHY (2002 – 2006) [Bracher et al., 2005] and GOME-2 (2007 – present)
[Weber et al., 2007]. GOME was very stable over the operational pe-
riod (1995 – 2012) and selected as a reference for bais adjusting SCIA-
MACHY and GOME-2 data [Kiesewetter et al., 2010; Weber et al., 2011,
2012, 2013]. Adjustments were made by determining a mean scaling fac-
tor for GOME-2 and SCIAMACHY from the monthly mean zonal mean
ozone ratio with respect to GOME. The GSG data (March 1996 – Decem-
ber 2012) was combined with TOMS/SBUV data (January 1979 – Febru-
ary 1996) without adjustments of the GSG data.
The GOME-Type total ozone record (GTO) combines the measure-
ments from the three European satellite-borne sensors. The GTO data is
based on the DOAS approach using products obtained with the GOME
Data Processor (GDP5/GODFIT) [Van Roozendael et al., 2006; Loyola
and Coldewey-Egbers, 2012; Lerot et al., 2013]. Similar to GSG data, the
GTO data (July 1995 – December 2012) was combined with TOMS/SBUV
data (January 1979 – June 1995) without adjustments.
The European datasets obtained from both algorithms show very good
agreement (within 1%) with ground-based data and with other satellite
data [Weber et al., 2005; Fioletov et al., 2008; Koukouli et al., 2012; Lerot
et al., 2013].
The sensitivity study also included theMulti Sensor Reanalysis (MSR)
of total ozone [van der A et al., 2010] which is a single coherent total
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ozone dataset created from all available ozone column data (14 datasets)
measured by polar orbiting satellites (see Table 6.1) in the near-ultraviolet
Huggins band in the last thirty five years. A bias correction scheme based
on independent ground-based total ozone data (WOUDC) was applied
to all satellite observations, then data assimilation based on a chemical
transport model driven by ECMWF meteorological fields was applied
to create a global dataset of total ozone analyses. The bias of the MSR
analyses is less than 1% compared to the corrected satellite observations.
6.6.2 EESC/Linear Trends for all Data Records
The statistical model (Eq. 6.1, with wintertime eddy heat flux) was ap-
plied for the same latitude range (65◦S – 65◦N) of the different datasets,
the results are generally in good agreement with the MOD 8.0 results, the
fit coefficients of the different datasets follow the same pattern as that for
the MOD 8.0 merged dataset and are agree within 2-sigma.
The piecewise linear trend is also applied to the above mentioned
datasets and the quality of the PWLT trends in comparisonwith the EESC
trends are shown in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10. The PWLT trends for the different
datasets are shown in colored bars with 2-sigma error variabilty while
the grey shadow depicts the spread of the EESC-trend (±2-sigma).
The pre-turnaround trends before 1979 for both EESC and PWLT ap-
proaches are very close to each other, the negative ODS trend domi-
nates as expected from the ODS increase. On the other hand, the pos-
itive trends after 1997 are greatly infleunced by the short-term variabil-
ity (and indirectly through the low-frequency components of the corre-
sponding proxy) and therefore significantly differs from the EESC trends
in some latitudes (subtropics) and between datasets. It is noticeable that
the PWLT linear trends in NASA V8.6 data at low latitudes (tropics) are
much smaller than the other records, however, they fit very well to the
EESC trends. There are also some negative trends in the northern mid-
latitudes for WOUDC dataset, but not significantly different from zero.
The linear trends are close to 3–5 DU/decade for most datasets and lat-
itudes, at southern high latitudes the trends get higher and in the ex-
tratropics they agree to within 2σ with EESC trends. In the sub-tropics
(below 25◦S/N), the datasets show linear trends that are significantly dif-
ferent from the post 1997 EESC trend, nevertheless, within 2-sigma fit
parameters for all datasets agree. Between 40◦S and 40◦N, most datasets
now show more or less statistically significant total ozone column in-
creases since 1997. The EESC trends are almost identical and indicates
that all the data sets are highly consistent.
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Figure 6.9: Comparisons between the spread of the EESC (grey shadow) and
PWLT trends (in colored bars with 2-sigma error) before 1997 for the dif-
ferent ozone datasets.
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Figure 6.10: Comparisons between the spread of the EESC (grey shadow) and
PWLT trends (in colored bars with 2-sigma error) after 1997 for the dif-
ferent ozone datasets.
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Figures. 6.9 and 6.10 display a change in the total ozone column trends
from a steady decline until 1997 to a slightly increasing trend afterwards.
The recent increase in total ozone can not be attributed solely to the de-
clining ODS since the rate of decline is slow and the year-to-year variabil-
ity of the various factors dominates the ozone variability. This is demon-
strated in the larger variability in the linear trend among the different
datasets with the error bars frequently crossing the zero-trend line. Nev-
ertheless, this increase confirms that the Montreal Protocol is succeeding
in hindering total ozone decline.
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Chapter 7
Summary and Perspectives
7.1 Summary
The harmonisation of ozone temperature dependent absorption cross sec-
tion spectra of SCIAMACHY and GOME-2 was carried out by the re-
evaluation of the available FM cross section data. This comprises the
understanding of the physical problems associated with the measured
O3 absorption cross section spectra, understanding the data selection to
judge which results should be taken as a starting point for re-analysis and
understanding the previous analysis procedures used to enable improv-
ing the algorithm to be used in future measurements. The re-analysis
re-evaluated the concatenation of ozone optical density measurements
obtained from CATGAS measurements and applied new ways to abso-
lutely calibrate the cross sections using absolute reference cross section
data at reference wavelengths and broad spectral windows.
The new concatenation of the partial spectra of the eight absorption
measurements for each temperature from the GOME-2 FM3 campaign
produced relative cross section spectra covering the GOME-2 spectral
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range and correctly preserved the temperature dependence in each band.
The absolute scaling of the optical density spectra using the literature
data convolved to GOME-2 slit function showed an increase of around
1% compared to the absolute scaling done in the first analysis. Moreover
the absolute scaling at wavelengths in the Huggins band are in an excel-
lent agreement compared to the absolute scaling at wavelengths in the
Hartley and Chappuis bands, the discrepancy of 8% between the scaling
at 334 nm and the other selected wavelengths in the Gür version does not
exist in the new concatenation and absolute scaling.
The revised data show good agreement with high resolution absolute
measurement data (BMD and Bass Paur) in the different bands when
the integrated absorption cross sections are compared. The integrated
cross sections are insensitive to spectral resolution and wavelength cali-
bration. A non-linear least square fit is used to further compare the data
in the DOAS region (retrieval window), the fit includes parameters that
account for the spectral resolution, wavelength calibration and baseline
drifts. The fit confirmed the good quality of the new data and showed an
increase 2–7% in the differential scaling compared to the Gür data.
The retrieval of total ozone column (WFDOAS) using the revised ref-
erence data corrects the 8% overestimation when the FM3 version 3 data
is used and is now 1% within the values currently retrieved based upon
convolved GOME FM cross section data [Burrows et al., 1999a]. More-
over, the fit residuals are slightly improved with the new data.
The re-analysis of the SCIAMACHY FM data is performed with a
new concatenation that produced a bigger absorption structures in the
Huggins band and preserved the correct temperature dependence in the
Chappuis and Wulf bands. The new data agrees well when compared to
the literature data in the Hartley and the Chappuis band and a slight de-
crease in the Huggins band is found. On the other hand, the non-linear
least square fit in the DOAS region shows a high degree of consistency
with the data of BMD and Bass Paur and an increase of around 3.5% to
Bogumil data, the consistency persists. The revised data obtained in this
study was successfully tested in the SCIAMACHY data processing, the
retrieved total ozone amounts are found 3.5% smaller when compared to
the amounts measured using Bogumil data and are within +0.5% com-
pared to the amounts routinely retrieved with SCIAMACHY which use
Bogumil et al. data but with a differential scaling of 5.3% and a shift of
0.08 nm applied to match the GOMEWFDOAS total ozone retrieval.
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The ozone cross section data of both spectrmeters are also in good
agreement with new high spectral resolution cross section data measured
in our laboratory [Serdyuchenko et al., 2011, 2013; Gorshelev et al., 2013].
The revised ozone cross section spectra are available on the homepage
of the UV satellite data and science group of the Institute of the Environ-
mental Physics, University of Bremen (http://www.iup.uni-bremen.de/-
UVSAT_material/data/xsections/SCIA_O3_Temp_cross-section_V4.1.D-
AT and http://www.iup.uni-bremen.de/UVSAT_material/data/xsectio-
ns/GOME-2_FM3_O3_Temp_cross-section_V5_0.txt).
In this study, long-term evolution of zonal mean annual mean total
ozonemeasurements TOMS/SBUV/OMIMergedOzoneData set (MOD)
Version 8.0 [Stolarski and Frith, 2006] from merged datasets of various
satellites over the period 1979 – 2012 in 5◦ zonal bands between 65◦S
and 65◦N, were analysed by multiple linear regression. The regression
analysis included different explanatory variables representing dynami-
cal and chemical processes that modify global ozone distributions such
as QBO, solar cycle, aerosols, ENSO, eddy heat flux, AO/AAO and the
EESC terms. The TOMS/SBUV/OMI merged data were analysed first.
The regression model explained about 60 – 95%of the ozone variability
across the considered latitude range. The QBO signal dominates the trop-
ical region and contributes up to ±7DU depending on its phase while at
higher latitudes the eddy heat flux signal (±10DU) and to lesser extent
the ENSO and AO/AAO signals represent the major attribution to ozone
variations. The effects of El Chichón (1982) and Mt. Pinatubo (1991)
are limited to the periods of volcanic eruptions and are responsible for
a large fraction of ozone loss (up to -14DU and -22DU, respectively),
the signal is more prominent and statistically significant in the Northern
Hemisphere. The signature of the 11 year solar cycle is evident over all
latitude bands and the contribution to ozone variability can reach about
13DU from solar maximum to solar minimum. Replacing the MgII index
by the F10.7 cm proxy, does not change the ozone signal of the other ex-
planatory variables or the statistical significance of the model although
the Mg II index is believed to correlate better with solar UV irradiance
changes than the F10.7 cm solar flux [Viereck et al., 2001, 2004].
Figure 6.6 shows that the EESC function is the dominant cause of
long-term ozone decline in the stratosphere before 1997 and an increase
afterwards. The trend is statistically significant and indicates the on-
set of ozone recovery as expected from the slow decrease in the strato-
spheric halogens after measures introduced by theMontreal Protocol and
amendments to phase out the ODS. The comparison with the trends ob-
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tained from PWLT model yields similar results for the long-term decline
before 1997. On the other hand, the positive PWLT turnaround trends
are larger than the EESC trend at northern middle latitudes. The ob-
served ozone changes are as expected from the turnaround in the ODS
since 1997, however, the large year-to-year variability still masks the ex-
act magnitude of the recent (and weak) ODS related trend.
A sensitivity study was carried out by comparing the results obtained
from the regression model (Eq. 6.1) for MOD 8.0 dataset and the results
obtained the merged GOME/SCIAMACHY/GOME-2 WFDOAS dataset
[Kiesewetter et al., 2010;Weber et al., 2011, 2012, 2013], NASA SBUV/SBUV-
2 MOD 8.6 ozone data from 1979 till 2012 [Frith et al., 2012; DeLand et al.,
2012; Bhartia et al., 2013; McPeters et al., 2013] and NOAA data prod-
uct [Wild et al., 2012; McPeters et al., 2013], the ground based measure-
ments (1979 – 2012) [Fioletov et al., 2002, 2008; Hendrick et al., 2011] and
the GOME-Type total ozone record (GTO, 1995 – 2011) [Van Roozendael
et al., 2006; Loyola and Coldewey-Egbers, 2012; Lerot et al., 2013] as well
as the Multi Sensor Reanalysis (MSR) of total ozone [van der A et al.,
2010]. This allows us to assess the uncertainty which may arise form the
observational data record. Although, some changes in the individual fit
parameters were found, within the 2-sigma error bars the results were
identical.
The fits of the different datasets are generally in good agreement with
the TOMS/SBUV/OMI MOD8.6 results, the fit coefficients follow the
same pattern as that for theMOD 8.0merged dataset and are agreewithin
2-sigma.
The piecewise linear trend is applied to the above mentioned datasets
and the quality of the PWLT trends are assessed by the comparison with
the EESC trends.
In particular, the EESC related ozone trend is almost identical for the
different total ozone datasets, so that the data quality of total ozone data
appears to be not an issue here. The PWLT after 1997 is generally higher
than the linear part of the EESC trend but except for the northern sub-
tropics they agree within 2-sigma.
In summary, the updated trends up to end of 2012 consolidate the re-
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sults from other studies (e.g. Mäder et al. [2010]) that the observed trend
change since 1997 proves the effectiveness of the Montreal Protocol phas-
ing out ODS depleting substances. Since the ODS decline is now fairly
slow (Fig. 6.1), the recent extratropical annual mean total ozone trends
are strongly influenced by large year-to-year variability in atmospheric
dynamics.
7.2 Perspectives
The revised GOME-2 FM3 and SCIAMACHY FM ozone absorption cross
section data obtained in this study are ready and suitable for SCIAMACHY
and GOME-2 data processing (retrieval) since they show a high degree of
inter-consistency and consistency with other cross section data. The new
data generally slightly improved the fit residuals. It is recommanded to
use the quaratic parameterisation of the spectra to reduce the impact from
a cross section spectrum at one temperature.
The comparisons and validations conducted in Chapter 5 can be ap-
plied to the temperature dependent absorption cross section spectra of
ozone for MetOP-B GOME-2 spectrometer (FM21) to assess the quality
of the data and investigate whether a re-analysis is needed. The pro-
cedure performed to correct the FM3 data can be used to carry out the
re-analysis.
The detecting of ozone recovery corresponding to the implementa-
tion of the Montreal Protocol is essential, separation of the signatures
of ODS-related ozone trends from those of low-frequency variability in
atmospheric dynamics remains challenging, additional work can be per-
formed for better assessment. The regression analysis could be improved
to evaluate an accurate ODS related trend after 1997 over the different lat-
itudes by using additional explanatory variables (e.g., equivalent latitude
EESC). Moreover, the evaluated trends can be compared with the trends
estimated from the simulations by Chemistry Climate Models (CCM) to
examine recent ozone changes by climate change (greenhouse gases).
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Appendix A
Total Ozone Trends (EESC)
TOMS/SBUV/OMI MOD V8.0
(1979 – 2012)
Ozone variations attributed to the different explanatory variables esti-
mated from the statistical multiple linear regression model applied to
TOMS/SBUV/OMI MOD 8.0 (1979 – 2012) of the twenty six 5◦ wide lat-
itude mean ozone data bands from 65◦S to 65◦N.
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Appendix B
Total Ozone Trends
F10.7 cm vs. MgII Index
Ozone variations attributed to the different explanatory variables esti-
mated from the statistical multiple linear regression model applied to
TOMS/SBUV/OMI MOD 8.0 (1979 – 2012) of the twenty six 5◦ wide lat-
itude mean ozone data bands from 65◦S to 65◦N using the solar flux at
10.7 cm (blue) and core-to-wing ratio of the MgII line at 280 nm (red). The
statistical significance at two sigma level fot proxy contributions is indi-
cated as grey shades for 10.7 cm analysis and red dashed lines for MgII
analysis.
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Appendix C
Total Ozone Trends (PWLT)
TOMS/SBUV/OMI MOD V8.0
(1979 – 2012)
Ozone variations attributed to the different explanatory variables esti-
mated from the statistical multiple piecewise linear trend (PWLT) regres-
sion model applied to TOMS/SBUV/OMI MOD 8.0 (1979 – 2012) of the
twenty six 5◦ wide latitude mean ozone data bands from 65◦S to 65◦N.
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